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                                          EDITORIAL  

Well Covid-19 is still with us, and restrictive regulations continue to fluctuate in time to 
the capricious rhythm of the pandemic.  It has been a difficult time for all of us – and a 

tragic time for some – but there’s one thing we can depend on, and that is that we still 
have our birds. The presence of all the beautiful birds around us is enough to lift our spirits 

and help us cast off our worries, even if only for a passing moment.  Thank goodness for our 
birds – I could not imagine a world without them.   

And I am not alone – this issue of Promerops is packed with articles that clearly bring to light our 

shared passion for our avian friends.   

Firstly there is the article by Dr David Roberts, seabird veterinarian at SANCCOB, who, together with 
his colleagues, has saved and cared for countless seabirds in distress.  On page 10 he discusses some 

of the interesting cases he has dealt with, and reveals the care and commitment that SANCCOB staff 
and volunteers bestow on our coastal birds.  In our next feature, on page 16, Dr Chris Lotz has 

shared with us his article on certain nectar-feeding birds – the sugarbirds and sunbirds of Africa and 
the hummingbirds of America – providing a fascinating account of the dietary requirements and 
physiology of these amazing creatures.  Then, on page 22, Ian Rijsdijk waxes lyrical about his 

favourite pentad (3400_1830) in his “Ode to a Pentad”.  And no wonder!  The birds, the sounds, and 
the sights that can be experienced in this Strandfontein pentad are skilfully depicted, and one cannot 

help but be drawn in by Ian’s enthusiasm.  And, on page 24, Penny Dichmont gives an animated 
description of her Christmas Day outing with Margaret Maciver to the Constantia Greenbelt, where 

they enjoyed some wonderful sightings of raptors and a festive picnic lunch.  

Apart from our feature articles there are many other shorter articles in this issue to cheer you during 
lockdown.  I hope you find them as interesting as I have done.   

We are very fortunate, in this issue of Promerops, that so many members (and some non-members) 

have been willing to contribute time and effort to providing articles for our enjoyment.  I wish to 
thank them very much for their generosity – and would also like to encourage our many other 

members to share their birding experiences and love of birds with us.  You don’t need to be an 
expert birder – you just need a bird-related story to share with us.  Please do. 

NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS 

Promerops is your magazine - written by CBC 
members, for CBC members.   

Contributions are invited in English or Afrikaans 
on birdwatching, birding news, bird behaviour, 

observations, birding trips, conservation or 
research projects. English bird names should be 

those listed in the latest BLSA Checklist of Birds 
and Afrikaans names should be those listed in 

the latest BLSA Voëllys, both of which are 
available online at https://www.birdlife.org.za/

media-and-resources/bird-checklists/.   

Please email your contributions to the editor, 
Fiona Jones at promerops@capebirdclub.org.za.   

The deadline for the next issue is 10 May 2021. 

Visit the Cape Bird Club website for 

more details: www.capebirdclub.org.za 

Penguin photo by David Nunn (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) 

Why not give fun, friendship, 

excitement, new knowledge, 

and outdoor enjoyment? 

Stumped for a gift for 
someone special? 

Give them a gift subscription 
to the Cape Bird Club ...  

and give delight for the whole year! 

Fiona Jones 

https://www.birdlife.org.za/media-and-resources/bird-checklists/
https://www.birdlife.org.za/media-and-resources/bird-checklists/
http://www.capebirdclub.org.za
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Welcome to our new members! 

We are delighted to welcome these new 

members to the Cape Bird Club … 

Emile du Toit, Kirstenhof 

Roger and Julia Milligan  

  and children Tom and Helen, Constantia                                                          

Tina James, Durbanville 

Carol Watson, Constantia Hills 

Jean Stephenson, Pinelands 

Clare Gibbon, Constantia 

Irene and Billy Webster, Milnerton 

Graeme Prevôst and Nerina Wilkinson  

  and their son Sebastian, Fresnaye 

Katherine Klaasen, Greenpoint 

Alistair and Carol Stewart, Somerset West 

Geraldine Goodwin, Newlands 

Gail Baerecke, Claremont 

Moiragh and Andrew Girdwood, Newlands 

Jason and Karolina Parkin  

  and daughter Charlotte, Stellenbosch                                                

Martin Prew, Simon’s Town 

Michael Jennings, Welcome Glen 

Lilian Dudley, Kalk Bay 

Lucy Linley, Claremont 

Sharon Coetzee, Zonnebloem 

Jerome September, Mitchells Plain 

Morné Issel, Grassy Park 

Michel and Paula Leroy, Pinelands 

Annette and Michael Mehnert, Rondebosch East 

Annette Theron and David Chapman, Betty’s Bay 

Basil and Lyn Vrettos, Constantia 

Rozalle Thomas, Pinelands 

Sibusiso Mazomba, Soweto 

Wendy and John Lawson, Oranjezicht 

Elise Engelbrecht, Bloubergstrand 

Elmien de Kock, Higgovale 

Vanessa Marks, Bakoven 

We look forward to meeting you at our evening 

meetings when lockdown restrictions allow.  In 
the meantime please join our Zoom meetings 

which offer illustrated talks by experts on a 
variety of birding and related topics. We also 

have regular field outings to an array of 
excellent birding venues when gatherings are 

permitted. Please see the CBC Programme on 
page 31 and our e-Newsletters for more details.  

 

   7 
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Flock and LAB  

will be going 

virtual this 

year! 

In 2021, BirdLife South Africa’s annual general meeting 
(Flock) and the Learn About Birds (LAB) Conference will 

take place on an online platform. 

LAB will be held on 27 and 28 May, and the 92nd BLSA 
AGM will take place at 10h00 on Saturday 29 May. 

Register for Flock at https://www.birdlife.org.za/support
-us/events/flock-2021/  … and to qualify for LAB’s ‘early 

bird’ rates, register before 31 March at https//www. 
birdlife.org.za/support-us/events/learn-about-birds-lab-

conference/.     

Thank you for your donations ... 

Our grateful thanks go to the following 
members for their generous donations: 

Mr J Schlebusch, Prof TD Noakes, Mrs SJ Brass, 
Dr JE Fincham, Mr B Gibson, Dr & Mrs WG 
Greig, Dr C Prior, Mr J de V van Zyl, Mr J 

Ragsdale, Mrs AT Zuyl, and Mr RD Barnes. 

Your donations are very much appreciated and 
will be put to good use!  
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CAPE BIRD CLUB AGM AGENDA 

1. Apologies 

2. Confirmation of the Minutes of the 

previous AGM held in March 2020 
3. Matters arising from the Minutes 

4. Chairman’s Report for the period March 

2020 to February 2021 

6. Financial Report for the year ended 31 

December 2020 

7. Election of Committee Members for 

2021/2022 

8. General / Any other business 

(In terms of the CBC constitution, nominations for 
office bearers (Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. 

Treasurer, and Hon. Secretary) and six Committee 

Members must reach the Hon. Secretary not later 
than 25 February 2021. They must be signed by the 

Proposer and Seconder, and countersigned by the 
Nominee. Please use a copy of the nomination form 

on this page.  For those members not able to 

attend the AGM, the Chairman’s and Conservation 
Committee Chairman’s reports will be printed in the 

July 2021 issue of Promerops.) 

After the business meeting Monique du 
Plessis will give a short talk on “The effect of 

artificial nectar feeders on birds and erica 
visitation rate in the Cape fynbos”.  

Nectar feeders may attract nectarivorous 
birds to suburbia, facilitating their urban 

adaptation and supplementing their diets 
when floral resources are scarce, but this may 

come at the cost of luring them away from 
the plants they pollinate in neighbouring 

indigenous vegetation. Monique will discuss 
the responses of nectarivorous birds to 

artificial nectar feeding, which might affect all 
species involved in bird pollination 

mutualisms. 

CAPE BIRD CLUB AGM  

The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the  

CAPE BIRD CLUB will take place at  
20h00 on Thursday 11 March 2021 

at the Nassau Centre, Groote Schuur High 
School, Palmyra Road, Newlands. Should 

Covid-19 restrictions necessitate holding a 

Zoom meeting, the starting time  
will be at 19h30 on 11 March 2021. 

NOMINATION FORM 

I am a member of the Cape Bird Club and am 

prepared to stand for election to the CBC  

Committee for the year 2021/2022. 

NAME OF NOMINEE  (Block letters)  

 …………………………………………………………………… 

Signed: …………………………………………………………. 

NAME OF PROPOSER  (Block letters)  

……………………………………………………………………… 

Signed: .………………………………………………………… 

NAME OF SECONDER  (Block letters)  

………………………………………………………………… 

Signed: ………………………………………………………... 

If you did, you could miss out on 
your copies of African Birdlife and  
Promerops.  So don’t delay!  

Renewing your membership:  Invoices are 

sent out by email (or by post if you do not 

have email), and you are encouraged to make 
your renewal payment by EFT or  direct bank 
deposit to BirdLife South Africa’s account. 

Banking details: Account number 620 6750 
6281, FNB, Randburg, Branch code 25 40 05.  

Please use your membership number as 
reference.   

Address changes: If you change your home 

address or your email address, please inform 
BLSA at membership@birdlife.org.za, and  

copy to our membership officer, Linda Merrett, 
at membership@capebirdclub.org.za. 

 ———————————————— 

Seniors … from the year you turn 60, you 
qualify for reduced CBC and BLSA members’ 

rates.  Be sure to inform BLSA if you qualify!  

    Did YOU forget to renew      

      your club membership? 



   Save SABAP2 

SABAP2 needs your help! 

The Southern African Bird 
Atlas Project collects almost 

2 million bird distribution 
records every year, and 
provides the best real-time 

measure of the impact of global change on 
regional biodiversity.  Citizen scientists have 

been mapping  the distribution of birds across 
southern Africa since 2007, and the data they 

record informs research and conservation 
projects across the region. These volunteers  

carry the costs of data collection, but funding 
is needed to maintain the project’s information 

technology backbone, which also supports 
atlas projects throughout Africa, and other 
bird monitoring projects like CWAC and CAR. 

The South African National Biodiversity 

Institute (SANBI) has been funding most of 
these IT costs, but the COVID-19 pandemic 

has seen their budget cut, and the funding 
promised for 2021 and 2022 has been lost, 

putting the future of the project at risk. 

We are therefore appealing for donations to 

help ensure the future of SABAP2, one of 
South Africa’s most important biodiversity 

monitoring programmes.  Are you able to 
assist?  Your contributions, large or small,  

once-off, or monthly, would  help maintain this 
vitally important project and would be greatly 

appreciated.  All donations will be eligible for a 
18A tax certificate.  

Donations can be made to the SABAP2 fund at 
BirdLife South Africa via EFT using the account:  

Account Name: BirdLife South Africa 
Bank: First National Bank 

Branch: Randburg      Code: 250655 
Account Number: 62067506281 
SWIFT: FIRNZAJ 

Use the reference:  “initial&surname_SABAP2”  

Please email the proof of payment to Ernst 

Retief at:  ernst.retief@birdlife.org.za 

We would also welcome your suggestions of 

corporate or other sources of funding we 
could investigate.  Send your suggestions to 

Hilary Buchanan at fitz@uct.ac.za.  
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Help monitor our city birds ... 

The past year has made many of us more aware 
of the birds in our gardens, and perhaps we 

have reminisced about all the birds we have 
seen there over the years.  The various cuckoos 

calling; perhaps an African Hoopoe probing the 
lawn; the special occasion when a Hamerkop 

visited the fish pond; or the Peregrine Falcon 
that came rocketing out of the neighbour’s pine 

tree to nail a passing dove. No doubt we can all 
bring to mind a wonderful list of avian visitors … 

but sadly, I would guess that the vast majority of 
members would agree that the number of 
species visiting their gardens has gradually 

diminished over the years as urbanisation has 
increased.  And one wonders: “Can anything be 

done to bring back the birds?” 

My wife and I have become involved with 
Communitree, an NGO that focuses on propa-

gating indigenous plants and using them to 
revegetate degraded areas along the Liesbeek 

River. We have recently begun investigating the 
possibility that these sites may act as “stepping 

stones” that allow birds to penetrate the urban 
environment from areas such as Kirstenbosch 

where the biodiversity is still abundant.  

To this end we have begun monitoring the 
Liesbeek’s birds, and to date we have members 

counting at six sites on a regular basis. It is too 
early to draw any conclusions, but the few 

counts my wife and I did at two sites (ably 
assisted by our grandson, Michael) have not 
been encouraging. However there is one bright 

spot. The members counting near Hartleyvale 
have reported interesting results – 24 species, 

including African Black Duck and two kingfishers. 

There are still several sites that could be counted 
and I would appeal to members to consider 

joining us in this endeavour to investigate just 
what birdlife is left in the southern suburbs, and 

to monitor any changes to the birdlife resulting 
from the Communitree project. The counts are  

not strenuous – each weekly count lasts only 10 
minutes. The “Friends of the Liesbeek” ranger 

has suggested that we work in pairs as a security 
measure. So if you and a friend feel you can 
spare 10 minutes a week please let me know.  

                              Dave Whitelaw  
email: conservation@capebirdclub.org.za 
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This difficult year has brought hardship to many,  
and we have therefore made a number of 

donations aimed at relieving that hardship. For 
your information, here are the donations we 

have been able to make in 2020 and 2021. 

In February 2020 we donated  R10 000  to 
BirdLife South Africa for the Community Bird 

Guides, who suddenly found themselves without 
any income during the lockdown. 

Bird’s  eye View 
News & views from your Committee 

  A message from your Treasurer 

As we write this column we are in Level 3 
lockdown again as the Coronavirus is still alive 

and doing better than ever with its mutant strain 
– more infectious and affecting more people 

than in the first surge.   

After three months of holding Cape Bird Club 

outings, we have now had to cancel them again 
until further notice – until it is safer once more 

for us to meet outdoors in groups.  Evening talks 
will continue to be aired online via Zoom and 

Facebook.  These online platforms are difficult 
for some, so if you know of a member who is 
struggling, please assist them to link to Zoom, 

Facebook (just to access the CBC page) or You 
Tube.  The committee is still meeting (via Zoom) 

once a month, and Daryl and Lynette have all the 
outings planned, ready to spring into action as 

soon as we can meet again. Until then, some 
wise words seen on Facebook:  

Remember you are not STUCK at home … 
you’re SAFE at home.  

As you will see in Joy Fish’s message on this 
page, the committee, on behalf of the members 
of the Club, has monetarily supported  a number 

of worthy conservation projects and 
organisations. We are delighted to have been 

able to offer this support … thanks to YOUR 
continuing membership!   

One of the projects that your committee has 

been tackling during lockdown is the erection of 
new and informative signage at the False Bay 

Nature Reserve (FBNR) and especially at the 
Strandfontein Waste Water Treatment Works.  

In this project we are working with Strandfontein 

site management and with the Friends of the 
False Bay Nature Reserve.  We will put up a 

notice that will inform visitors about the FBNR 
being a RAMSAR site, and we will put up two 

notices that display the map of the various pans.  
We thank Mel Tripp for his continuing design 

input on the notice boards.  

These notice boards should go up quite quickly, 
but longer term, we are planning to erect further 

signage that will link our signage project to 

another project: that of clearing the invasive 
water hyacinth from Strandfontein’s pans.  This 

will be a major project, in which we will initially  
be working with the City of Cape Town to 

eradicate the water hyacinth that is playing 
havoc with the pans’ ecosystems.  Thereafter, the 

idea is to ask the regular visitors and citizen 
scientists like yourselves to report any 

recurrence of growth of water hyacinth in each 
pan (hence the maps of the pans so that you will 

know the pan numbers).   The method whereby 
visitors report hyacinth regrowth needs to be 
worked on, but it will be something simple like a 

WhatsApp group to which management 
belongs, so that the new growth can be 

detected early and cleared before it spreads and 
becomes a major problem again!     

There has been debate about two recent bird 

name changes that we, the Committee, support 
and endorse. The common name changes 

suggested by Birdlife South Africa are Blue-billed 
Teal and Fynbos Buttonquail. Well done BirdLife 

South Africa, for making a start with a process to 
change insensitive names, a process that we 

believe must continue. 

Unfortunately the debate has resulted in some 

unpleasantness in the media. We will not 
condone comments by individuals that are 

insulting, derogatory, racist, hurtful, or rude 
being posted on our social media platforms and 

we view such posts in a serious light. 

The objective of the Cape Bird Club is to 

promote the enjoyment, understanding, study, 
and conservation of birds and their 

environments … for ALL who are interested in 
birds and birdwatching.  

 Priscilla Beeton and Joy Fish 
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In May 2020 we gave R1000 to a UWC student 
who is studying the water hyacinth problem at 

Strandfontein Sewerage Works. 

Then in June 2020 we donated R5000 to 

SANCCOB – the Southern African Foundation for 
the Conservation of Coastal Birds – which had 

been severely affected by the lockdown. We also 
enrolled the Cape Bird Club as a corporate 

member of SANCCOB for an annual subscription 
of R3 200. And then in January 2021 we donated 

R10 000 to assist SANCCOB with the rescue and 
rearing of over 1700 Cape Cormorant chicks that 
had been abandoned on Robben Island. 

In June 2020, we donated R15 000 to BirdLife 
South Africa for its Berg River Estuary Project.  

This project includes the proclamation of 
protected areas in the region, estuarine habitat 

restoration, an avitourism initiative, and more. 

In November 2020, we donated R20 000 to the 

“Save SABAP” campaign.  SABAP2 is a vitally 
important project, in which many club members 

participate as citizen scientists, collecting data 
that informs research and conservation projects.  
The COVID-19 crisis led to a drastic reduction in 

the state’s funding of SANBI, which in turn 
radically affected SANBI’s funding of SABAP.  

Alternative funding sources are being sought 
and it is hoped that the CBC’s donation will help 

to fill the gap in the meantime. 

Owing to the pandemic, the 2020 annual 

Birdathon was a virtual one, organised by the 
Cape Town Environmental Education Trust 

(CTEET).  Normally the CBC would take part in 
the event at the False Bay Nature Reserve by 
helping to introduce local families to the reserve, 

and to the wonders of birds and birding.  This 
year we supported the virtual event by donating 

R5000 to CTEET in November. 

And finally, the club donated R1000 to the 

Quasar Trust, which runs the Quasar mailing 
house where each new batch of our Promerops 

magazines is inserted into envelopes, sorted, 
franked, bundled, and transported to the Central 

Post Office for delivery to our members – all for 
an extremely reasonable fee. The work of the 
mailing house supports Quasar House, a home 

for quadriplegics in Parow, and our donation 
was a token of our appreciation for excellent 

service.                Joy Fish 
Treasurer, Cape Bird Club   

Gamebirds of Africa 

by Rob Little 

Many birders will be 

familiar with the book 
Terrestrial Gamebirds & 
Snipes of Africa by Rob 

Little, the definitive mono-
graph for this group of 

birds on the continent.  
Rob has now updated his 

book, and the revised edition, entitled 
Gamebirds of Africa, is an up to date, detailed, 

full-colour handbook which includes the latest 
information needed to identify and get to 

know the 89 species of African gamebirds. 
These birds fall into six groups: guineafowls 
and Congo Peafowl (7 species); francolins and 

partridges (33 species); spurfowls (26 species); 
quails (3 species); sandgrouse (13 species); and 

snipes and Eurasian Woodcock (7 species). 

Due to hit the book stores in March 2021, 
Gamebirds of Africa offers a concise summary 

of the large but scattered body of scientific 
research and field-guide literature. It includes 

recently published research which has elevated 
two new spurfowl species, one new francolin 

genus and 13 new francolin species. Existing 
maps have been revised and new maps have 

been created for the 15 new species.  

Pertinent and interesting facts about the 
distribution, habits, breeding, and conservation 

status of each species are presented in a 
readable fashion. Numerous photographs, 

many improved and representing the new 
species, convey the appearance, characteristic 
features, behaviour, and, in many cases, the 

habitats frequented by each species. 

Gamebirds of Africa will be a worthy addition to 
the ornithological literature and to the 

bookshelves of bird enthusiasts, particularly 
birders, land owners, and anyone with an 

interest in nature and conservation throughout 
Africa and across the rest of the world.  

The book can be found at most book stores 
and can be purchased from Wild Books online 

book store at http://www.wildbooks.co.za/. 
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I’m Dr David Roberts, a full-time seabird veterinarian, working for the 
Southern African Foundation for the Conservation of Coastal 

Birds (SANCCOB). Since I started this job, over three years ago, we have 
treated thousands of sick and injured birds, from tiny Hartlaub’s Gull 

chicks to huge Giant Petrels. I see a lot of trauma cases, often bite wounds 
and broken bones. We clean the bite wounds and they usually heal very 

well after a few surgical procedures. Broken bones are either bandaged or 
placed in casts if they are not very severe or they are stabilised with 

orthopaedic pins. Many of our patients arrive underweight or suffering 
from emaciation because there are severe fish shortages. The underweight 

birds are less fit and so often also suffer from high parasite burdens, tick-
borne diseases, and gut and respiratory infections. I spend a lot of my time 
stabilising and treating our ICU patients, taking x-rays and doing surgery or veterinary examinations 

on our African Penguin chicks, and looking at lots of blood smears. We take a blood sample from 
almost all of our patients each week, which we check under a microscope for any signs of illness. Here 

I will share some of our most memorable cases.  

Large abdominal wound  

Early in 2020 we admitted our 37th African Penguin (AP037) for the year. This juvenile penguin was 
suffering from a very deep wound just above her right leg – probably the result of a seal bite.  The 

wound was badly infected and filled with maggots.  After cleaning it out and getting rid of the 
maggots, a lot of skin died around the wound, leaving a large area without any skin covering. It took 

repeated surgical procedures to gently close the wound until it was fully healed. Many of the 
procedures were done by Dr Caroline Brits who assisted SANCCOB during her compulsory community 
service this year. Finally, after the wound had closed, AP037 moulted at SANCCOB and could be 

released as a beautiful, healthy adult.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Indian Yellow-nosed Albatross  

In 2019, we treated an underweight Indian Yellow-nosed Albatross. Albatrosses are always 
special cases; we don’t see many at SANCCOB. These birds are adapted to spend most of their time 

either flying or swimming and so the unnatural hospital environment where they can spend lots of 
time standing, is bad for their feet. While this individual was recovering at SANCCOB we had to 

be careful to reduce the development of sores on the soles of her feet, a condition known as 
bumblefoot. Dr Marzia Antonelli, a visiting vet from Brazil, was able to show us a neat way of 

bandaging albatross feet, to protect them for long enough to allow the bird to regain enough body 
weight and feather quality for it to be released.  

  Intensive Care at SANCCOB – a look behind the scenes 

African Penguin (AP037) underwent repeated surgical procedures to close her gaping wound 
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Giant Petrel attacked by a shark  

Giant Petrels are amazing birds. The first one that I treated was the victim of a shark bite. This unusual 

interaction was witnessed by Chris Fallows during a pelagic birding tour. The petrel was pulled 
underwater by the shark but was soon released.  Maybe the shark did not like the taste of petrel. The 
injured bird was quickly rescued and rushed to SANCCOB.  It took some time to find, clean, and close 

the multiple bite wounds. Luckily, the wounds were not too deep. The worst injury was a fractured wish 
bone but fortunately, this did not need surgical intervention and it healed well.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cape Gannets with fractured wings  

Two of my first orthopaedic cases were Cape Gannets with fractured wings. I was able to successfully 
stabilise both fractures with thin steel pins, which allowed them to heal without the need for long-term 

bandaging. This was useful because keeping a bird’s wing bandaged for too long can cause long-term 
damage that may prevent the bird from ever flying again.  Both gannets recovered well and once they 

were flapping strongly they could be released.  

Severe facial injuries  

AP179 is an African Penguin admitted with severe cuts across the right side of the face. SANCCOB was 
first alerted to the case by concerned members of the public, who had rescued the penguin from the 
beach. They sent us a few WhatsApp images of the nasty wounds. Birds are often rescued by 

concerned citizens and we are grateful to everyone who has taken the time to do what they can to 
help a seabird in distress. Modern technology makes communication with rescuers much easier and it 

is especially useful for us to get a few photos of a bird in need, to identify the species and the extent 
of the problem. I was then able to take photos of the progression of healing of the wounds and send 

them back to the rescuers as feedback. After cleaning the 
wounds, they were not too difficult to suture closed and he 

recovered without any damage to the eye or too much 
scarring.  

 

 

 

Ominously, a shark closes in on the Giant Petrel –   

but amazingly the bird survived! 
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Multiple puncture wounds made by the shark’s teeth 

were located, cleaned, and closed up 
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African Penguin,  

AP179 … 

before and after 

treatment 
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AP211 - The penguin who swallowed a coin  

This African Penguin was unremarkable on admission 

and just a little underweight. When he did not recover 
as well as the other underweight chicks, we took an x-
ray to evaluate the internal organs and see if there 

was perhaps a respiratory infection. On the x-ray we 
saw a solid, bright, white disk-shaped object. With the 

help of a borrowed endoscope, we performed a 
gastroscopy and found a coin in the stomach. After it 

was removed, we found that it was not sunken gold, 
only a South African R2 coin.  

Pelican with a wing tendon injury  

In 2019 we admitted a Great White Pelican with a severe injury to the leading edge of the wing. The 
injury was very close to the patagial ligament, which is essential for flight. Pelicans are always 

interesting patients because they are so big. They do not fit into our surgical theatre and x-ray room 
very well and seem to take up all the available space when indoors. Fortunately, we could anaesthetise 

him and I was able to close the wound. With excellent advice from International Bird Rescue in the 
USA, we devised a treatment plan which included treating the wound with a mixture of honey and 

sugar. Honey is a good wound treatment on its own but it often gets too runny at bird body 
temperature and the sugar keeps it more sticky, so that it stays on the wound. Pelicans heal very fast 
and he was soon flapping again as though nothing had happened. We were able to release him on 

Rietvlei Nature Reserve next door to our rehabilitation centre in Table View.  

Ulnar splints  

When we admit birds with fractured wings, they often 

cannot be released because, if the wing does not heal 
successfully, they cannot fly. Luckily, there is a simple 
way to stabilise some wing fractures that increases the 

chance of successful healing without requiring ortho-
paedic surgery. A bird’s secondary wing feathers 

insert into the periosteum (bone-covering connective 
tissue) of the ulna. The feather insertion area is rigid 

and inflexible – so if the secondary feathers are 
immobilised, the ulna can be kept rigid enough to allow 

the fracture to heal. We use a foam-lined aluminium 
splint, and suture this to the secondary feathers.  This 

light-weight splint does not weigh down the wing and 
even when the support bandages are removed, the 
wing is still held rigidly enough to heal. Sometimes the 

gulls even start flying with these splints on.  

Treatment with honey and sugar results in a sweet outcome … and one very happy pelican! 
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X-ray images of the unfortunate AP211 
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Enucleation  

AP280 was an African Penguin chick admitted this year from Boulders Beach. He had a severely injured 

eye, probably the result of an injury as a small chick. Fortunately, penguins can survive in the wild with 
only one eye. We first treated the injury topically to control the infection and reduce pain and 
inflammation. Later, when he had grown large enough, I performed an enucleation procedure; this is 

to remove the entire blind eye. Instead of an empty eye socket, a smooth area of healed skin is left 
after the procedure, which cannot get infected in future or cause discomfort.  

These are just some of the interesting cases I have worked with, and in writing about them, I have 

reminisced about the proud moments our team has had when birds recover in our care and return to 
the wild. At SANCCOB, our work is enabled by the support of donors and volunteers and if you would 

like to contribute to our conservation efforts then please visit www.sanccob.co.za. 
 

—————————————————–——————————————————————— 

Dr David Roberts 
Clinical Veterinarian, SANCCOB 

By December 2020, they numbered up to 30 
birds, pushing and shoving for space along the 

edge of the fountain bowls, and slurping algae 
like spaghetti.  

Those that can’t find space on the bowls, string 
themselves out on overhanging rose and ivy 

branches, with the males doing their comical 
bobbing courtship moves. Given the constant 
addition of juveniles, it’s a successful come-on! 

They’re present especially around midday and 
late afternoon, but there is almost never a time 

when there are none around.  Well, with food, 
drink, and a shower all laid on, why move? 

Lockdown has had many unhappy downsides, 

but it has provided lots of time for guilt-free 
garden birding! 

In May 2016, I noticed two very small brown 
birds with blackish heads and white underparts 

bathing in the bowl of our fountain. At first 
glance, I had thought they were swee waxbills, 

which are regular visitors, from their size and the 
way they were eating the filamentous algae that 

grows on the rim of the bowl.  On a closer look 
they appeared to be Bronze Mannikins, a species 

I had previously seen in Botswana, but Roberts  
Bird Guide gave their distribution as only coming 

as far west as Port Elizabeth. I emailed the 
FitzPatrick Institute and got the concise 
response: “If they look like Bronze Mannikins, 

they are Bronze Mannikins’, adding that they 
were probably aviary escapees. 

They became regular visitors, and by August the 

next year the flock had grown to about 12-14 
individuals, half of which were juveniles.  

  The mannikins strut their stuff! 

Two Bronze Mannikins share the fountain with a white-eye 
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Virginia van der Vliet 

Mmmm … pasta verde for lunch! 
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In 2020 we had booked a week on the Orange 
River in late April, but the trip was sadly 

cancelled due to the unforeseen coronavirus 
lockdown. Five months later however, in late 

September, with the declaration of level 1 
lockdown, we were eventually allowed to cross 

interprovincial borders for leisure travel.  My  
sons, friends, and I took advantage of this to 

head up to the Red Rock River Camp at 
Onseepkans on the Orange River. It was a great 

feeling to get back out there to target some 
special largemouth yellowfish and particularly to 
enjoy a variety of non-Cape Town birds. 

On the way up, just after Nuwerus, we turned 
onto the R358, which is a reasonable gravel road 

across the Succulent Karoo and Nama Karoo to 
Pofadder. This was a good decision because it 

got us off the hustle and bustle of the N7 and 
allowed us the opportunity to casually look out 

for Karoo birds. In the first half of the 300 odd 
kilometres to Pofadder we enjoyed Tractrac 

Chats, Grey-backed Sparrow-larks and displaying 
Black-eared Sparrow-larks before we spent some 
time at a livestock drinking trough where we 

found Stark’s Larks. Approaching Pofadder we 
entered the dry, rugged Kalahari system, which 

has a special attraction for me, with its patches 
of quiver trees and occasional Sociable Weaver 

nests. 

Before heading to Onseepkans we did a detour 

to spend a night at the Augrabies Falls National 
Park. The target bird there was Bradfield’s Swift. 

These were elusive for most of the afternoon but 
fortunately gathered over the gorge together 
with Alpine Swifts and the odd African Palm 

Swift to roost in the gorge below the falls 
overnight. The camp itself offered the 

distribution-expanded Crested Barbets, as well 
as Black-collared and Acacia Pied Barbets, 

Cardinal Woodpeckers, Pale-winged Starlings, 
and Dusky Sunbirds. In general, the birdlife 

along the Orange River in that part of the world 
is interesting because it is partly an extension of 

eastern South African riparian birds into a sliver 
or narrow oasis along the river.  

The next day we drove downstream to the Red 

Rock River Camp at Onseepkans where we spent 
four nights enjoying the tranquil river’s edge 

with occasional inflatable canoe trips five 

kilometres down the river. The little Orange River 
White-eyes, which are a sister species to the 

Cape White-eye, were ever present in the camp 
with their distinctive trilling calls. Some other 

special birds were Rosy-faced Lovebirds coming 
into the riverine vegetation each day from 
Namibia, African Red-eyed Bulbuls, Namaqua 

Warblers, and a couple of Palearctic migrant 
Icterine Warblers, which were quite far west and 

early in the season for the species. 

During our sojourns on the river we saw Goliath 
Herons, lots of Little Bitterns, African Fish Eagles, 

Burchell’s Coucals and even African Jacanas 
which are unusual for this otherwise desert 
environment. Our time along the river also 

surprised us with two predation attempts at 
unusual bird species by Peregrine Falcons. One 

was a chase of a Little Egret and the other was a 
stoop at a Malachite Kingfisher. Both were 

baffling because the attempt at the egret was 
within the deep gorge and one wonders what 

the falcon would have done if it had actually 
latched onto it, while the attempt at the 

kingfisher would hardly have offered more than 
a mouthful. 

Spring and autumn are pleasant times of year to 
visit the Orange River along the Namibian 

border when the maximum temperatures are 
comfortable. The river also offers enjoyable 

swimming and glorious sunsets so don’t hesitate 
to put this special part of our country on your 
bucket list. 

 

  Spring on the Orange River 

The tranquil boulder strewn Orange River  
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FitzPatrick Institute of African Ornithology 
Rob Little 



Up with the bunting – time to celebrate!  
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There are four species of buntings occurring in 
South Africa: Cape, Cinnamon-breasted, Golden-

breasted, and Lark-like. They are all quite wide-
spread, occupying different habitats, although 

the Cape and Cinnamon-breasted Buntings can 
often be found in the same habitat. It is quite 

feasible to see all four species on a birding trip, 
particularly if one is in the eastern parts of the 

country, where the Golden-breasted Bunting 
mainly occurs. 

But, to see all four in one day, in the Western 
Cape, not more than 6 km apart, is quite a feat. 

Simon Fogarty, Vernon Head and I did this while 

birding the Murraysburg district, Western Cape, 
in late September 2020.   Simon and I had seen 
Cape, Lark-like, and Cinnamon-breasted 

Buntings (Vernon did not see the Cinnamon-
breasted) while birding along the acacia lined 

Aasvoëlkrans River (which had some rivulets 
resulting from a thunder storm the night before) 

close to the farm Rietfontein on the Aberdeen 
Road, south west of Murraysburg,. 

Soon after, we travelled south just a few 
kilometres, stopping at a dry tree-lined river 

course. “Let me play the bunting call” said 
Vernon (Golden-breasted that is). No response. 

Then Vernon cried “Wait! It’s there, it’s there … 
quick”. Simon and I were compromised, still in 

the vehicle, screwing our heads backwards was 
impossible. 

The bird had not called but Vernon had seen it. 
A couple more playbacks of the call gave no 

response. Taking different positions along the 
road we scoured the scrub and trees. A bird flew 

out – was that it? Then a stage whisper from 
Simon “Mel, Mel” from his vantage point on a 

bank.  He had it!  Sadly I could not locate it in 
the dense acacia. Then Vernon called from 

further down the road.  A rudimentary fence 
across the river was no barrier to my getting 

closer in … and there it was, a golden orb, 
foraging on the ground amid blonde grasses 
under the dry acacias. 

This is a big bird to see in the Western Cape and 

most likely not on the lists of many Western 
Cape listers. In fact it’s a bird we tried to find on 

several previous trips to the Murraysburg district. 

Now success at last, and something I’d wager 
very few birders have achieved: all four buntings 

within a couple of hours of each other, and all in 
the Western Cape. 

But, as the line in the ads goes: “And that’s not 

all!” 

While at the Aasvoëlkrans River, Red-billed 
Firefinches were in abundance, “dripping from 
trees like some sort of ruby god” as Vernon 

described it. Of course, we know they are 
parasitised by the Village Indigobird, a very rare 

bird in the Western Cape.  We’d heard they had 
occurred in these parts from time to time and 

our patience paid off, as first several females 
with striped heads, red bills and red legs were 

seen, and then a single male, coal black with red 
bill and red legs came to drink in the gently 

running stream.  

We also witnessed the march of masses of small 
black hoppers (the newly-hatched nymphs of 

the brown locust) everywhere we went that 
morning. No exaggeration, there were hundreds 

of thousands of them, spread over many 
kilometres! After recent rains, conditions were 
no doubt optimal for them. 

Add to this the extraordinary sighting of a 
largish (just short of a metre long) rock monitor 
that also came to drink while we stood at the 

river, and then passing on its way. Quite 
extraordinary – who of us has seen one of these 

in the Western Cape?   Time to celebrate! 

    

Golden-breasted Bunting – a small glowing orb 
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All the world’s continents except Europe and 
Antarctica have bird species that rely almost 

exclusively on nectar as a food source. These 
birds, which include African sunbirds and 

American hummingbirds, obtain all the 
energy they need from the sugar contained in 

nectar. They only eat insects and spiders to 
get vitamins and minerals. Nectar is a strange 

diet, since it consists mainly of water, the rest 
being dissolved sugar. The sugar in nectar 

provides a very pure source of energy, on 
which these birds thrive, but most of the 
water becomes a waste product. 

If humans were to subsist on sugar water, 

which is basically what nectar is, it would not 
be long before we would get diabetes. It is 

still a puzzle as to why nectar-feeding birds 
somehow seem immune to this disease. Other 

birds are certainly known to suffer from 
diabetes, so it is not as if birds in general 
can’t get it. 

The sugar in floral nectar is usually sucrose 

(the same as table sugar made from cane), 
glucose (grape sugar) and/or fructose (the 

sugar found in most fruits apart from grapes). 
When drinking sucrose-dominant nectar, 
sunbirds and hummingbirds have to digest 

the sucrose into glucose and fructose before 
they can absorb it into their bloodstreams. It 

was previously thought that only humming-
birds were able to digest sucrose, and that 

passerine nectar-feeding birds (which include 
the sunbirds) lacked the enzyme sucrase, 

which catalyses the hydrolysis of sucrose into 
the simple  sugars, glucose and fructose. The 

notion that passerines were unable to digest 
sucrose was based on the fact that several 
other passerine birds, such as starlings, were 

indeed found to lack this enzyme, and a 
generalization was made that no passerines 

could digest sucrose. However, a study on 
the Erica species in the Cape, which is fed on 

with gusto by sunbirds, surprisingly found 
that these flowers very often produced 

sucrose-dominant nectar. A study was then 
done which showed that scientists had been 

very wrong indeed, and sunbirds do in fact 
have the ability to digest sucrose. The same, 

in fact, can be said for Australian honeyeaters, 
which are also passerine birds. It is now 

known that only a small group of passerines 
are unable to digest sucrose, and these 

include the starlings. They actually get ill if 
they imbibe too much sucrose, since the 

sugar remains in their intestines undigested, 
causing illness. 

How can this knowledge be applied to 
feeding sunbirds using sugar water in artificial 

feeders? Basically, it is perfectly okay to use 
table sugar when preparing their food, and it 
will not make the birds ill, as some people say 

it will. It is also useful to note some other 
things about real nectar before mixing 

artificial nectar to feed sunbirds. Nectar fed 
on by sunbirds is usually much more dilute 

than that fed on by insects – it is usually only 
about 20% sugar and 80% water. When 

preparing artificial nectar, one can make the 
same concentration – mixing one cup of table 

sugar with four cups of water will give 20 % 
nectar, which is spot-on. Another lesson from 
nature is that red, pink, and white flowers 

attract birds, whereas blue and many other-
coloured flowers attract insects. So, make the 

part of the feeder from which the bird sips 
red or pink or white, or dye the nectar red 

with a harmless food colourant – and you’ll 
attract sunbirds. First prize, of course, is not 

artificial nectar, but growing plants in your 

The nectar feeders 

Hummingbirds, which habitually hover to sip 

nectar, were previously thought to be the only 

nectar-feeding birds that could digest sucrose  

https://www.birdingecotours.com/tours/antartica-birding-tours/
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garden that sunbirds like. One of the very 
best is Leonotus leonuris (known as lion’s tail 

or wild dagga), which flowers in May and 
June, and of course Aloe species, which flower 

in mid to late winter. Planting different plants 
so that every month of the year you have 

flowers that are attractive to these jewel-like 
little birds will mean you’ll always have 

sunbirds around. 

Like the diabetes puzzle, another puzzle in 

the world of nectar-feeding birds is that 
Protea species often contain another strange 

sugar in their nectar, called xylose (wood 
sugar). No birds are able to make use of this 

sugar, and yet it can be a major part of the 
nectar of flowers used by sugarbirds and, to a 

lesser extent, sunbirds.  Some rodents, such 
as the Namaqua rock rat (Aethomys nama-

quensis), that pollinate Protea flowers, can in 
fact make use of xylose as an energy source, 
but nevertheless prefer nectars containing the 

three common nectar sugars mentioned 
earlier (sucrose, glucose, and fructose). 

  

 

Another fascinating fact is that because 
sunbirds feed on dilute nectar, they 
sometimes consume their body mass or more 

in water per day, to get their daily energy/
sugar requirements. They have to heat all this 

water to body temperature, which is higher 
than the human body temperature (42oC in 

sunbirds as opposed to 37oC in humans). 
Heating such (relatively) huge volumes of 

water to their body temperature means that 
under certain conditions these amazing birds 

can use a quarter of their sugar (energy) 
intake just to warm their food – this seems 

like a real waste, but what choice do they 
have? 

Finally, it is of great interest to many people 

to compare our sunbirds with American 
hummingbirds. Sunbirds are mainly African 

and Asian, with just one species in Australia. 
Hummingbirds, or “hummers”, are strictly 

North, Central, and South American and 
Caribbean. Hummers are the smallest birds in 

the world, and the smallest one (the Bee 
Hummingbird) can weigh only half as much as 
a teaspoon of water weighs (about 2 grams)! 

Sunbirds, usually small, are nevertheless a 
great deal bigger than hummers. Sunbirds 

and hummers are also unrelated – hummers 
are actually more closely related to swifts 

than they are to sunbirds. Hummingbirds 

Sugarbirds, like this Cape Sugarbird, feed almost 

exclusively on Protea nectar, but do not like  

xylose, a common nectar sugar in these flowers  
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The Malachite Sunbird is widespread in South 

Africa and pollinates many flowering plants found 

in hilly fynbos, montane, and coastal scrub  
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habitually hover to feed, whereas sunbirds 
usually perch to feed, very rarely hovering. 

Hovering flight and small size combine to 
mean that hummingbirds have much higher 

metabolic rates than sunbirds, burning energy 
at the rate of knots. This is also why 

hummingbirds have an incredibly useful 
mechanism to save energy.  If they have been 

unable to store enough energy (in the form of 
fat) from feeding during the day, in order to 

survive the night, they are able to 
dramatically lower their body temperatures 
and go into a state of overnight hibernation 

which is called “torpor”. The state of torpor 
only lasts the night and no longer, whereas 

hibernation usually lasts for days or weeks at 
a time. This is also how the Rufous 

Hummingbird is able to store enough energy 
to allow it to migrate the length of a 

continent, from Alaska to Mexico, including 
crossing the Gulf of Mexico. These long flights 

take a phenomenal amount of stored energy.  

  

The tiny Rufous Hummingbird – only 8cm long – is 

capable of flying 3,200km during migration 

Chris Lotz 
CEO, Birding Ecotours 

 

Tim Crowe and I proposed the separation of the 
English common bird names, “francolin” and 

“spurfowl” around the turn of the century. The 
distinction between the two is apparent in their 

plumage, escape flight behaviour, and 
vocalisations. Francolins have quail-like upper 

parts while the back feathers of spurfowls are 
streaked or vermiculated (patterned with dense 

but irregular lines). Francolins typically crouch 
and sit tight before flushing when disturbed, 

while spurfowls tend to run for cover.  Francolins 
also have musical whistling calls while spurfowls 
have raucous crowing or cackling calls. The 

distinction is further supported by the faces of 
francolin chicks being multi-striped as opposed 

to a couple of broad bands on the heads of 
spurfowl chicks. 

More recently, I have also considered the 

difference in their levels of habituation with 
people. I recall while breeding Grey-winged 

Francolins on the Stormberg, that we suspended 
shade-cloth 30 centimetres from the aviary roof 

to prevent the birds from injuring themselves 
while vigorously flushing when we approached 

the aviary. This was necessary even for birds that 
were bred in captivity and were approached 
daily for the provision of food and water. 

Although I have heard a suggestion that Grey-
winged Francolins were known to be relatively 

tame in the West Coast National Park, I have not 
been able to confirm this. Nor have I been able 
to find any accounts of francolins habituating to 

the regular presence of humans. Although it is 
known that there is often a francolin covey near 

farm buildings, often known as the ‘homestead 
covey’ these birds remain as wild in their 

response to being approached as any covey will 
be. 

On the other hand, I have experienced quite the 

opposite with different spurfowls in parts of 
South Africa. I have on a couple of occasions had 

Natal Spurfowls wandering around at my feet 
soliciting food items at rest camps in the Kruger 

National Park. Furthermore, the chicken like 
behaviour of Red-billed Spurfowls scratching in 
camp sites often brings them into close contact 

with people, and they are known to venture into 

  To be a francolin or a spurfowl ... 

SAFRING - The South  

     African Bird Ringing Unit 

If you find a ringed bird, please 
fill in the details on the web 

form at : 

safring.adu.org.za/numbered_ring.php  

We’ll get back to you with the ringing details. 

https://www.birdingecotours.com/tour/birding-tour-usa-alaska-vast-beauty/
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Please contribute to Promerops! 

Promerops is your magazine and it depends 
on your contributions –  articles, comments, 

trip reports, observations, letters – without 
which there would be no mag!  Please send 

items to promerops@capebirdclub.org.za 

small villages where they casually free-range 
feed with domestic poultry. 

I have also seen Cape Spurfowls entering houses 
in Cape Town to scavenge from dog food bowls 
in the kitchen or pantry, even with people 

present in the room.  More recently, I was having 
lunch at an outside table at the Geelbek 

Restaurant while visiting the West Coast 
National Park when a young male Cape Spurfowl 

jumped onto the table and proceeded to take a 
potato chip off my plate. In this case he was not 

deterred by me flashing my hand at him, I 
literally had to push his breast with my hand to 

dissuade him from attacking my lunch. 

These fascinating differences in behaviour 

between francolins and spurfowls further 
convince me that they are significantly different 

in their ecological biology. 

 

—————————————————— 

Mmm … chips for lunch.  I’ll take that! 
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                                         Rob Little 
FitzPatrick Institute of African Ornithology 

After spending far too much of 2020 at home 
during the various stages of lockdown, we 

decided on 13 November to have a day out – 
destination: the Cape of Good Hope Nature 

Reserve.  Part of the motivation for choosing this 
spot was the report of two American Golden 

Plovers being present there.  This rare migrant 
wader was one we had not previously seen in 

the Western Cape. 

With no tourists about, entering Cape Point was 

quick and we soon arrived at the small parking 
lot slightly north of Olifantsbos from where we 
headed down to the beach, and by homing in on 

the small group of birders already present, we 
located the American Golden Plover amongst 

the washed up kelp and had good views until it 
was flushed by a large male baboon making its 

way along the beach. 

We then made our way to the main parking area 

at Olifantsbos, enjoying the lush vegetation and 
many flowers still carpeting the landscape 

following the good late rains.  At the carpark we 
noticed the whirling masses of terns, and 
making our way slowly towards the nearby 

rocks, we managed to get quite close to the 
birds.  They were mainly migrant Common and 

Sandwich Terns, with a few “local” Swift Terns 
also dotted about.  As they were posing nicely, I 

took a number of photographs before we 
headed on through the rest of the reserve, 

enjoying the almost total lack of people and 
vehicles. 

Only after returning home and downloading the 

images did I notice that several of the Sandwich 
Terns that I had photographed were ringed, and 

one was both ringed and banded.  The white 
plastic band on its left leg (with an aluminium 
ring on the right) was positioned in such a way 

that the ring letters/numbers could be seen 
pretty clearly.   

Felicity Ellmore kindly gave me the email contact 
details for reporting banded Sandwich Terns 
(Bureau Waardenburg in the Netherlands) and I 

forwarded my photograph with a short note.   

The very rapid response read:  “Your bird is 
White-K4H, which was ringed in Ireland (http://

www.cr-birding.org/node/3779) by Tony Murray.  

The chance identification of a tern  
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Hijackings in Durbanville ... 

It’s interesting how two breeding migrants 

interact with each other – one’s obstacle can 
become the other’s benefit. 

The Greater Striped Swallows arrive back from 

central Africa here in Durbanville at about the 
beginning of September. (My lockdown atlas 
card entry recorded them on 4 September 2020.) 

White-rumped Swifts normally arrive after the 

Greater Striped Swallows and my first sighting of 
the former was recorded on 16 October 2020.  

He will be able to respond to you with its life 
history.” (Ruben Fijn)  

Tony Murray’s response arrived very soon 

afterwards: “W-K4H is indeed an Irish bird, ringed as 
a nestling in 2016. It was seen that autumn as a 

fledged juvenile and came back to us in 2019. 

It has been seen this and last winter in South Africa, 

details given in the table below.” 

A seasoned ringer would undoubtedly have seen 
the band on the bird whilst still watching the terns, 

but my photograph does show the value of being 
able to record the details which will allow for 
positive identification, even if by chance.  I was 

certainly pleased that I had photographed that 
particular bird, making a lovely day out just that 

little bit more special.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

———————————————————————————————————————————                                                                                     

Sandwich Tern showing white band (left leg)  

and metal ring (right leg) 
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Ringing and resighting of Sandwich Tern White-K4H 

K4H DD78108 17/06/2016 Sgarbheen, Lady's Island Lake, Wexford 

K4H DD78108 21/08/2016 Ainsdale Beach, Southport, Merseyside, Lancashire, England 

K4H DD78108 27/08/2016 Ainsdale Beach, Southport, Merseyside, Lancashire, England 

K4H DD78108 06/07/2019 Inish, Lady's Island Lake, Wexford 

K4H DD78108 02/10/2019 Gansbaai Harbour, Western Cape, South Africa 

K4H DD78108 05/02/2020 Greenways Beach, Strand, Western Cape, South Africa 

K4H DD78108 18/02/2020 Greenways Beach, Strand, Western Cape, South Africa 

K4H DD78108 06/10/2020 Eersterivier mouth, Macassar, Western Cape, South Africa 

K4H DD78108 13/11/2020 Cape Point Nature Reserve, Cape Town, South Africa 

Otto Schmidt  

Why am I discussing these two birds?  Well, the 
Greater Striped Swallow makes its own mud nest 

with a long entrance tunnel under the eaves, 
normally on stoeps or entrances of houses with 

overhangs.  They will start to breed soon after 
arriving, having lined the bowl of the nest with 

feathers and other soft material. 

White-rumped Swifts on the other hand do not 
build their own nests, but take over/hijack the 

Greater Striped Swallow nests.  The only 
modification that they make is to line the tunnel 

with feathers, which tells us who the occupant 
is.  Should the swallows return the next year to 

the same nest site, they will break down the 
entrance tunnel and rebuild it without the 
feather lining. 

OBSERVATIONS 
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That’s the background, now here is my story ... 

I walked out my front door and suddenly 
something flew past me towards my door.  And 

then another!  It was swifts and there were at 
least 6 birds flying around.  The interesting part 

is that they were going to all the front doors of 
the houses around me and inspecting the 

entrance porches.  Why? Of course they were 
looking for Greater Striped Swallow nests that 
they could hijack!!! 

Next phase for me is how do I construct  an 

artificial swift/swallow nest?   “Google it” the kids 
would say, and hey, there were a few ideas and 

videos but they were for cup-shaped Barn 
Swallow nests.  Mmmmm I will have to modify 

the idea using plaster of Paris, but it can be 
done! 

 

——————————————————— 

The upside-down bill bird 

Birding is often an eye-opener – the more you 

look, the more you see, the more you learn. 

On the weekend of 12 September 2020, I stayed 
with Patrick and Marie-Louise Cardwell at their 

guest house, Avian Leisure, just past Simon’s 
Town.  It’s ideally situated for visiting birders 

doing pelagic trips, just five minutes from the 
harbour. But they also have an extensive 

indigenous fynbos garden which is always active 
and alive with birds and indeed a porcupine that 

forages during the night.  

I was watching two adult Speckled Mousebirds 

in the garden, feeding a pair of fledged chicks.  

That’s strange, I thought – now we all know that 

the bill of the Speckled Mousebird is one of its 
ID features: black upper mandible, pale bluish 

white lower mandible – but who knows that the 
juvenile’s bill is the reverse of the adults’? 

Yes, the upper mandible of the juvenile is a pale 

greenish white and the lower mandible is black. I 
had never noticed that before. 

I mentioned it to Patrick, who was not aware 
there were juvenile mousebirds in the garden, 
but was also surprised at the discovery of the 

bills.  

Checking Roberts that night, Marie-Louise 

exclaimed “Its here, text and photos”.  And it 
was, even on the plates page alongside the 

illustration: “Juv has reversed bill colouration”. 
Now why would that be?  Some kind of feeding 

aid for the adults to see the bill better? I did a 
few searches, but could find no answer. 

Mousebirds are a uniquely African family and I 
wonder whether this reverse bill colour in 

juveniles is unique too.  Do any other bird 
species have this surprising and perplexing 

adaptation? The other mousebird species do not 
seem to  have it. 

 

Greater Striped Swallow nest 
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 The Joys of Atlassing #4 

Ode to a Pentad 

 

“How special is 2225_3110? I’ll tell you, 100 
species in 4 hours 23 minutes. (Pafuri is 
amazing.)”    Dirk Maartens Human 

Some years ago, I read this comment on the 
SABAP2 Facebook page. Such an unashamed 

expression of love for a sequence of numbers. 
As if George Lucas made a birding rom-com 
sequel to his sci-fi debut THX1138 named 

“2225_3110: you had me at Blue-cheeked Bee-
eater.” 

Dirk’s ode to 2225_3110 reminded me of my 
own experiences in the Pafuri region when I 
participated in a trainee ranger course with 

EcoTraining in the Makuleke concession in 
January 2008.  An indelible memory for me was 

the initial ride from the dirt landing strip in the 
middle of nowhere to the camp on the periphery 

of nowhere with legendary ranger and guide, 
Bruce Lawson. I was overwhelmed; Bruce calling 

out birds left and right as we bounced along in 
the Land Rover.  Suddenly, he skids to a halt and 

says to the mouth-breathers in the back, “Did 
you hear that?” 

“What, Bruce?” He turns off the Landy engine 

and sticks his finger up in the air … “That.”  

Below the bush chorus, a low hoot is barely 
audible, like a cow trying to whisper into another 

cow’s ear. As Bruce gets down from the vehicle a 
ball of feathers erupts from the grass, flies for a 
few metres and then drops into even thicker 

grass. “Kurrichane Buttonquail.” That was my 
introduction to developing an ‘ear’ for birds: at 

the time I was flabbergasted 
that Bruce picked out that call 

over the sound of the noisy 
Land Rover engine. 

Luckily, I would get better 

views of the Kurrichane 

Buttonquail that trip, as well 
as scores of other new birds. 

It was a great year. Early rains 

had filled the shallow pans 
everywhere, bringing in 

African Pygmy Goose, Allen’s 

Gallinule, Lesser Moorhen, 
and Dwarf Bittern. There were 

cuckoos in virtually every tree 

it seemed, and each morning walk held the 

promise of something special. The trip had been 
partly organized by an overseas client whose 

main aim was to track rhino on foot. Standing 

on the edge of a pan as we racked up our 100th 
bird of the morning, one of the guides muttered, 

“The only way this guy is going to see a rhino is 

if it sprouts wings and flies.” 

Let’s look at the stats and see how amazing this 

Pafuri pentad is. On SABAP2, 2225_3110 has 394 

species, with 112 atlas cards of over 100 species, 

and 19 cards of 130 species or more. In the 

pentad to the north, Bruce Lawson has logged 

356 species, and I think the EcoTraining camp 
list is more than 400, so the area is definitely 

species rich. 

Dirk’s comment got me thinking, though; what is 

my ‘special’ pentad? Birding in the Western Cape 

does not offer such species abundance, though 

Pieter Verster, Bruce Ward-Smith and Mike 

Buckham have put up some gaudy numbers in 

Plettenberg Bay. We also have the benefit of a 
lengthy coastline that produces good numbers 

of seabirds, even from shore. But nowhere near 

400 species in a pentad. 

My home pentad, 3400_1825 has a nice combi-
nation of habitats that include some mountain 

fynbos, some alien plantations, indigenous 
forest (I logged my first Lemon Dove outside the 

Newlands Forest-Kirstenbosch area recently), 
grass fields (including one of the last outposts of 

the Crowned Lapwing on the peninsula), and 
wetland (Little Princessvlei and much of 

Rondevlei). But nothing beats a good day at 
Strandfontein Sewage Works. 
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Strandfontein 
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3400_1830: where do you go when you’ve 
nowhere else to go? 

When I say I’m going to Strandfontein, people 
often say, “you mean, the beach?” and I say, 

“No.”  

“You mean, the tidal pool?” 

“No, the wastewater treatment plant … the 

sewage works.” I gulp. “You know, the poo 
farm.”  

“Oh, really? Where exactly is that?” 

Even though Strandfontein (or the False Bay 

Ecology Park as it is also known) is the largest 
treatment plant for raw sewage in Cape Town, 

on many days the approach to it is extremely 
beautiful. It affords a view of the Cape Peninsula 
mountain chain that is unusual – the immense 

rugged spine from the back table down 
Constantia Nek to Silvermine and Muizenberg 

across the mirror of water that is Zeekoevlei – 
and on crisp mornings, mist lies in delicate folds 

over the short grass fields. There is bird sound 
all about; herons croak lugubriously over the 

reedbeds, Zitting cisticolas ping away, and 
drongos gargle scratchily in the gums.  

In summer, you often hear a Willow Warbler 
singing in amongst the Cape Canaries. If you’re 

lucky you might startle a steenbok, a porcupine 
or catch a mongoose scuttling across the road. 

As many will know, Strandfontein is split 

between two pentads, 3405_1830 (or the ‘south’ 
pentad) that includes the lower P pans, the S 
and M pans, some beach, and a chunk of False 

Bay.  3400_1830, the ‘northern’ pentad, is a quilt 
of patches dominated by the pans of the sewage 

works and Zeekoevlei, and supplemented by 
farm fields, hidden drainage ditches, strandveld 

scrub and even a corner of the sea at 
Strandfontein pavilion. On a good day (as I 

experienced during the epic Birding Big Day of 
2017), you can notch up 100 species before you 

even enter the sewage works. 

A major claim to fame for Strandfontein is that it 

reliably turns up mega-rarities every year, from 
possible ‘reverse’ migrants (like the Citrine 

Wagtail in 2015 and the Rufous-tailed Scrub 
Robin in 2016) to Nearctic vagrants like 

Franklin’s Gull, White-rumped Sandpiper, 
American Golden Plover, and Elegant Tern, and 
Palearctic overachievers like Temminck’s Stint 

and Spotted Crake. If you’re a lost aviator 

drifting east across the Atlantic or south down 
the continent of Africa, there’s a high chance 

you’ll stop for a breather at Strandfontein. Then 
there are the properly bonkers moments like the 

Palm-nut Vulture that appeared and then 
vanished the same afternoon some years ago. 

In December 2016, birders had the luxury of five 

national rarities within 100m of each other as 
American Golden Plover, Spotted Crake, and 
Temmick’s Stint were joined by a Red-necked 

Phalarope and a Pectoral Sandpiper. For good 
measure, Baillon’s Crake and a Greater Painted-

snipe also made an appearance. It was 
ridiculous. In fact, the WhatsApp messages 

announcing each new rarity brought on a kind 
of fatigue as I wound my way through Ottery to 

the Works only to find a queue of cars signing in 
at the Zeekoevlei booms. It felt like Kruger 

during the school holidays when the car at the 
front sees a leopard. 

Given its location, Strandfontein north’s numbers 

are pretty good. 269 species have been logged 
(though these include a few sketchy records like 

The Citrine Wagtail in 2015 
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The Rufous-tailed Scrub Robin in 2016 
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Green Wood-hoopoe, Wire-tailed Swallow, and 
Thick-billed Weaver) and three observers have 

topped 200 total species. But there are other 
reasons to love the place besides the numbers. 

Pafuri is beautiful, a top destination for most 

visitors to Kruger, and spots like Plettenberg Bay 
and Kei Mouth are places where being on 

holiday offers a relaxing context for one’s 
birding.  Strandfontein is not beautiful.  With the 

increasingly mountainous dump to the west 
churning constantly with dump trucks, the 

oppressive funk of P5, and the flesh flaying 
south-easterly winds in summer, it’s often not an 

easy day out. To abuse the Bard, “My pentad’s 
sights are nothing like those up north.” 

But on good days, 3400_1830 rewards observers 

if they know its best parts. A pre-dawn sortie 
through Philippi for Western Barn Owl and 

Common Quail; a quick turn at the Spine Road 
sports fields for Pearl-breasted (and possibly 
Lesser Striped) Swallow, followed by some 

roadside Chestnut-vented Tit-Babblers, Grey-
backed Cisticolas and Cape Buntings down 

towards the beach. Then a strategic scamper 
around the agricultural areas for pipits, larks, 

wheatears, cuckoos, Crowned Lapwing, Jackal 
Buzzard, and Lanner Falcon. If you get to 

Zeekoevlei early enough, the gums produce 
African Paradise Flycatchers, three species of 

sunbird, Spotted Eagle-Owls and a revolving cast 
of raptors. And if the waders, waterfowl and 
terns don’t fill your cup, you can always stop in 

at the grungy canal on Fisherman’s Walk for 
Malachite Kingfisher and maybe a Squacco 

Heron, or walk to the weir off Peninsula Road for 
Pied Kingfisher and Greater Painted-snipe. 

For the last four years, I have been to my 
cousin’s home for lunch on Christmas Day. With 

infection rates rising in late October, I decided 
then that being with 25 to 30 other people 

would not be a good idea, so I came up with a 
plan to walk my favourite Constantia Greenbelt 

routes instead, and a few days before Christmas, 
I invited Margaret MacIver to join me. 

Grootboschkloof 

Margaret and I met at the mandala (or Fynbos 
Circle) at Grootboschkloof at 08h30.  As I walked 

down from the road, I could hear the wail of the 
Black Sparrowhawk and this augured well. In our 
hour at Grootboschkloof, we had plenty of 

drama. Firstly, the two juvenile Black Sparrow-
hawks chased each other, screeching loudly. 

They soon settled down and we had an excellent 
view of the one, sitting on a high branch in the 

sun, close to their nest in a gum tree.  

 

 

 

 

 

Just then, we suddenly heard an even greater 

cacophony. The juveniles were having an 

altercation and both hurtled back to the nest, 
amid a flurry of wings and further screeching.  

road between P2 and P3 and take in the 
spectacle of literally thousands of flamingos, 

pelicans, ducks, terns, and waves of stints 
sweeping across the water. Then take a sip from 

your thermos and smile: How special is 
3400_1830? 

———————————————— 

Ian-Malcolm Rijsdijk 

White-faced Ducks at Strandfontein 
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Greenbelt birding on Christmas Day 

A juvenile Black Sparrowhawk getting some sun 
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And I’m wrong. Strandfontein is beautiful. On a 
still early morning in spring you can sit on the 
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Margaret, “The chicks must be close.” The next 
minute, she saw the first chick: a fluffy grey ball, 

dozing sleepily, but looking at us every now and 
again, and the female was aware of us. I 

commented that they did not seem to mind the 
dog-walkers who were even closer to them, and 

suggested that instead of standing and looking 
at the chick, we pretend to be dog-walkers. We  

approached from behind and walked past the 
chick, chatting away. We were able to get closer, 

without it seeming to worry. 

But where was the other chick? We carried on 
chatting merrily and walked back briskly – and 

then I flushed an owl which was only about two 
feet away from me! Oh dear! How could an owl 

hide in grass that was just over a foot tall?  

This time we rushed straight after the owl. It 
could have flown into any of about six trees. I 
thought: If I were an owl, where would I fly to?  

“Maybe it has gone back to the tree where its 
nest was,” I suggested. Margaret, ever-

observant, was commenting about the alarm 
calls of several small birds. “They are obviously 

not happy with something in this tree.” 

It turned out that we both had chosen the right 
tree, although for different reasons. We stood 
looking at the massive tree, but could not see 

the bird. It was like looking for a (pine) needle in 
a haystack! For the third time, we did not see an 

owl which was right close by, as it suddenly flew 
from a branch in front of us, into the next tree.  

Now, as Cape White-eyes, Swee Waxbills, and 
Common Chaffinches sounded the alarm, we left 

so as not to add to the owl’s distress.  

The fluffy ball – not at all fazed by dog-walkers 
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Sleuthing the owl chicks 

We decided to go straight on to Bel Ombre 
Meadow – we wanted to see the Spotted Eagle-

Owl chicks which were now roaming in the area 
around their nest. We had an idea of the general 

direction in which to look and so headed that 
way just before 10h00. 

There must have been over 50 possible places 
where chicks could be hiding, so we had to use 

everything at our disposal to try and find them: 
physical and auditory cues, scraps of information 

from another birder and even some ‘strigi-
psychology’. In the end, we were more 

successful than we had expected, despite some 
clumsy footwork, as well as being as blind as a 
bat on three occasions! 

We stopped at a tree halfway down. Margaret 

noticed that there was ‘whitewash’ at the base. 
We stared at the tree in silence – it was an ideal 

spot for the chicks, but there was no sign of life. 
I whispered suddenly, “There’s the owl – right in 

front of you!” Sure enough, just at eye-level, was 
an adult owl, perfectly camouflaged, looking 
very thin, as it had elongated itself to blend into 

the background of bark. From her black, dead 
left eye, we could tell that this was the female. 

After a couple of minutes, she flew off - away 
from the area where we hoped to find the chicks, 

so we did not follow her.  

The task of finding the chicks was quite 
daunting.  Fortunately, the owl flew back past us 
and alighted on another branch. We went a bit 

closer and I heard a single, faint hoot and some 
hissing. “We are getting warmer now,” said 

The female Spotted Eagle-Owl hiding in plain sight! 
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an ideal spot for our picnic lunch. Margaret had 
brought a very compact and attractive picnic set, 

and this gave our meal a festive touch. We had a 
welcome view of an African Paradise Flycatcher 

flitting near the wood.   A Klaas’s Cuckoo called 
on and off.  Just as we were relaxing and 

enjoying this peaceful scene during our lunch, 
there was a sudden explosion of noise. The 

juvenile Cape Buzzard, screeching loudly, flew 
quite close to our table, giving us brief but clear 

views – a bonus for Margaret. 

We took our picnic basket and bags back to our 

cars, and as it was only about 13h00, there was 
time to have another look at the owls. This time, 

Margaret found the second chick quite quickly, 
sitting on a low branch.  It snaked its neck and 

looked at us very curiously, bobbing its head in a 
comical, but lovable fashion.  We also found the 

chick that we had seen earlier, just a few metres 
from its previous spot. 

It was most satisfying to have seen all four of the 

owl family now. One of the most amusing 
sightings of the day happened a bit later. As we 

were talking, I noticed that the outline of one of 
the many blackened stumps in the grass had a 

spike on each side. The spikes were exactly the 
same width and both vertical. A look in my 
binoculars revealed that this was, in fact, the 

squat dark brown adult male. It was back in the 
grass where it had been a few hours earlier! 

On leaving Bel Ombre, a juvenile Black 

Sparrowhawk came belting past us from the 
direction of the garden – our fifth Bel Ombre 
raptor! I had known this bird from even before it 

was a twinkle in its mother’s rather smouldering 
red eye (she is known for her aggressive 

Penny at the picnic spot 
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I had assumed that the chicks would be on the 
ground and the adults in the trees, so I thought 

we had just seen the second chick (which is 
already able to fly). However, the owl was brown, 

with ear tufts, whereas the chicks were greyish, 
with only bumps where the tufts would be - so 

this had to be the adult male.   

More raptors 

We now moved through the small wooded area 
to the right side of the slope, listening to Olive 

Woodpeckers calling. The path led to an open 
meadow with large oak and pine trees. Margaret 
knew this area well because it is where a Cape 

Buzzard has nested for many years. She had not 
visited Bel Ombre for a few months and was 

hoping to see the juvenile for the first time. 

The adult Cape Buzzard soon made itself known, 
as it called loudly from the top of one tree after 

another. With a fleeting glimpse of a Yellow-
billed Kite earlier, and the owls, we now had 
seen three raptors at Bel Ombre. We watched 

the buzzard’s fly-past, followed by raucous 
calling from several perches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A disturbance and harsh calls in the distance 

alerted us to some Pied Crows. There was an 

almost pure white bird being mobbed by them. 
We had an exciting 5-second view of it lifting its 
talons up in self-defence before they all wheeled 

out of sight. It was a pale morph Booted Eagle – 
our fourth raptor. It was my first one for a couple 

of years and was one of the highlights of the 
walk for me. 

Then I spotted something that Margaret had 

missed – a school bench and table under a tree – 

The buzzard soon made itself known, with raucous calls 
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For Birding Big Day five of us formed a team, 
“The Waggy Wagtails”, consisting of Penny 

Dichmont, Kathleen Garrity and myself, plus two 
very keen youngsters, Zoë Lunau-Johns and 

Kiran Hansen, whose mother had contacted the 
CBC via Facebook to ask if someone could take 

her son out birding. In fact, it was Zoë who 
initiated the formation of the team!  

We set off early, starting at the Constantia 
Greenbelt, then later moving to Kirstenbosch 

Gardens, and Strandfontein.  The two children 
left the group at lunchtime, after which the three 
adults visited Rondevlei, Little Princess Vlei, and 

ended up at De Oog.   

While we did not achieve a huge bird list (only 

73) it was the quality of what we saw that was so 
wonderful, and most rewarding of all for the 

adults (all teachers or retired teachers), was the 
palpable excitement of the youngsters on this 

“treasure hunt”.  We were aided in our quest by 
the sharp eyesight of young teens, seeing birds 

that we might not have spotted. Zoë birds with 
her camera and included below are three 
wonderful photographs she took on the day.  

Kiran enjoyed keeping track of what we saw on 
Birdlasser.  

I really recommend taking a youngster or two on 
any bird spotting expedition and especially 

Birding Big Day 2021. 

 

tendencies); had seen the mother incubating the 
eggs; then the bright white fluffy chick. Margaret 

knew the adult Black Sparrowhawk extremely 
well and was as interested as I was in seeing the 

offspring again. We were able to find the 
juvenile relatively easily – a black silhouette, 

hunched with its back to us, on a very high 
branch, looking somewhat anti-social. 

I was happy to round off the outing with this and 

to go home … but ... “There’s a woodpecker 
calling,” said Margaret. I have a weakness for 

woodpeckers, so it was unthinkable to leave 
without trying to find it.  As we walked, I caught 

sight of the black shape of a medium-sized bird 
flying deep in the wooded area. In my 
binoculars, I saw the side view of a bird 

silhouetted vertically against a tree. Then 
another bird caught Margaret’s eye, and for a 

while we couldn’t agree on which bird was the 
woodpecker and where to look for it.  Some wild 

gesticulation, painstaking explanations, and 
complicated directions followed, but we still 

couldn’t pin down the quarry.  Then suddenly we 
saw two birds, in dappled light, on a broad, 

silvery trunk, and even the red crown was visible! 
Peace was restored.  It was close to 14h30 when 
we finally left. It had been a lovely way to spend 

Christmas Day! 
 

Penny Dichmont  

Zoë and Kiran saw this Black Sparrowhawk   

catching its squirrel prey at Bel Ombre 
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In late November 2020, my mother and I were 
walking away from Keurboom Park with our dog.  

While we were walking next to the canal we 
witnessed a somewhat one-sided battle. The 

grass had recently been mowed, revealing one 
of the neighbourhood’s smaller residents: a 

snake in the short grass. There was also a 
Hadeda. The Hadeda caught the snake and a  

fascinating struggle between the two ensued. 
The snake somehow managed to escape the 

bird’s mouth twice, but the Hadeda soon ate it 
whole.  We think the snake was a slug-eater 
based on its colour and size.  

It was very interesting to see something so big in 
an area where only small was expected from the 
wildlife. Perhaps more attention should be given 

to the neighbourhood wildlife in urbanised 
areas.        

 

The Hadeda and the Slug-eater  

Birding Big Day 28th November 2020 

Michael Whitelaw 
         (12 years old) 

Priscilla Beeton 
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Please report your sightings to compiler Simon Fogarty, 
tel. 082 348 2465, or by e-mail to fogarty@ 
fhnewlands.co.za.  

A list of all species that constitute Western Cape 
rarities, and the South African National Rarities list, can 
be found on the CBC website www.capebirdclub.org.za 
under ‘Resources’.  

Please note that none of the sightings listed below 
have been verified by either a regional or national 
rarities committee. 

——————————————————- 

NATIONAL RARITIES: 

Southern Royal Albatross – 2 juvenile birds on a 
pelagic out of Hout Bay, 4/10 (TH). A juvenile bird on a 
pelagic out of Simon’s Town, 8/10 (TH). A bird on a 
pelagic out of Hout Bay, 12/10 (TH). A bird on a pelagic 
out of Hout Bay, 24/10 (RB, TH). 

Grey Petrel – A bird seen from a sea watch at Cape 
Point, 12/10, reported by TH 

Australian Gannet – A bird on Malgas Island, 5/10 
(BD), still there 29/11, reported by TH 

European Honey Buzzard – A bird flying over George, 
24/10 (MH). A bird in Oubaai, 4/11 (RiD). A bird near De 
Kelders, 18/11 and one flying over George, 19/11, both 
reported by TH. A bird in Newlands Forest, near the 
helipad, 11/12 (JR, WU). A bird over Boschenheuwel 
Arboretum, 14/12 (OS). A bird near the abandoned tea 
room in Porter Estate, Tokai, 17/12 (EE), 2 different birds  
over Fernwood, 22/12 (OS). A bird just west of 
Albertinia, 22/12 (BK). A bird on the Swartvlei Rd, near 
Stanford, 29 & 30/12 (LeV). 2 birds near Gate 1 at 
Kirstenbosch BG, 3/1 (Lih, GL, DeL).  A bird at Bel 
Ombre, 3/1 (GP). A bird circling over the stone cottages 
below Kirstenbosch, 5/1 (OS) 

American Golden Plover – A bird just north of 
Olifantsbos and a juvenile at Platboom, Cape of Good 
Hope NR, 8/11 (CD). A bird at Kliphoek Salt Pans, Berg 
River, 7/12 (P & ED) Seen by many more birders, last 
reported 7/1 (ZB) 

Common Redshank – A bird seen opposite Lepelaar 
Cottage, Kuifkopvisvanger Farm, 31/10 (DC), last 
reported 28/11 (CV) 

White-rumped Sandpiper – A bird was seen at the 
Kliphoek Salt Pans, 6/12 (GS, TH, JR, JO), subsequently 
seen by many more birders and last reported on 2/1 
(GS) 

Baird’s Sandpiper – A bird seen on S5 at Strandfontein 
WWTW, 8/11 (JG, TH, MM, JR, KW, JM, CD, SD, DG, SF, 
StF), 9/11 (KH, MT, DW, MB, CT)), seen by many more 
birders on various pans and last reported on 9/1(AK) 

Buff-breasted Sandpiper – 2 birds seen at Voelvlei, 
west of Mossel Bay, 20/12 (JP, MH, KW, JM, GS, AiM 
and others) last seen 21/12 (AlM) 

Broad-billed Sandpiper – A bird seen from the 
Geelbek Hide, West Coast NP, 21/11 (TH). 2 birds at the 
salt marsh south of Geelbek Restaurant, West Coast NP, 
6/12 (CD). A bird at Kliphoek Salt Pans, 13/12 (BD) 

Franklin’s Gull – A bird seen in the channel between P4 
and S7, Strandfontein WWTW, 8/1 (FD, GJ), later seen 
on P2 (JR)  

Elegant Tern – A bird at Macassar WWTW, 18/10 (SN, 
DW, JM). A bird in the Cape of Good Hope tern roost, 
8/11 (CD). A bird opposite Keurbooms River Lodge, 
Plettenberg Bay, 17/11 (IP) 

LOCAL RARITIES: 

Spectacled Petrel – A bird seen on a pelagic out of 
Hout Bay, 24/10 (RB, DG) 

Goliath Heron – A bird at Island Lake, Vrolijkheid NR, 
13/9, reported by TH. A bird at Distell Dam, 
Stellenbosch, 19/9 (CT), last seen 2/10 (RK). A bird at 
Kliphoek Salt Pans, Berg River, 22/9 (PV). A bird along 
the Karatara Rd, just north of Sedgefield, 5/10 (JP, PU). 
A bird at a dam at Zevendal Farm, Kuilsrivier, 11/10 (FS). 
A bird on a farm dam near Riebeeck Kasteel, 24/10 
(GG). A bird 10kms south of Bredasdorp, 24/10 (PV). A 
bird on the river at the corner of Wittedrif Rd and the 
N2, Plettenberg Bay, 4/11 (OS, SS). A bird at 
Kuifkopvisvanger Farm, Velddrif. 16/12 (KD) 

Great Egret – A bird seen on Swartvlei Lagoon, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 RARITY SIGHTINGS 

10 September 2020 – 10 January 2021 

Male Cape Batis feeding the female on the nest  
at the Boomslang, Kirstenbosch 
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Male African Paradise Flycatcher on edge of  
its well camouflaged nest at Kirstenbosch 
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http://www.capebirdclub.org.za/
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Wilderness, 4/10, reported by TH 

Squacco Heron – A bird in the channel between 
Rondevlei and Langvlei, Wilderness, 14/9 (TC). A bird 
along the Karatara Rd, just north of Sedgefield, 5/10 
(JP, PU). A bird on the grass bank opposite the tea 
room at Rondevlei NR, 13/11 (DaG, GS)   

Green-backed Heron – The bird at Texel Court, Marina 
da Gama, was still there 11/9 (AD). The bird seen at 
Island Lake, Vrolijkheid NR was seen again 19/9 (PV) 

Black Stork – A bird near Driekuilen Reserve, between 
De Doorns and Montagu, 14/11 (PV). A bird at a small 
wetland north of Vleesbaai, 4/1 (AW). A bird up river 
from Uilenskraals River Bridge, 6/1 (LeV) and 2 birds 
seen there later in the day (PiL) 

Yellow-billed Stork – A bird seen on the Riviera mud 
flats, Velddrif, 1/1 (SF, MT), 2/1 (CH, AD) 

Fulvous Whistling Duck – A bird seen on a dam 
between Swellendam and Buffeljagsrivier, 5/10 (PV). A 
bird seen just north of George airport, 24/10 (JP, TC, 
MH, LM) 

Knob-billed Duck – A bird seen at Rietvlei, Milnerton, 
4/10 (WV)  

White-backed Vulture – A bird seen on a pylon just 
south of Darling, 14/12 (DW) 

Long-crested Eagle – A bird seen flying over Die 
Boord, Stellenbosch, 4/10 (MiM). A bird seen in 
Grootvadersbosch forest, 19/12 (GJ) 

Black-chested Snake Eagle – A bird seen along the 
R27, near the Silverstroomstrand turn off, 15/9, 
reported by TH. A bird seen at Skitterykloof, 17/11 (DG) 

Eurasian Hobby – A bird seen flying at Rooisand NR, 
27/12 (FJ) and 2 birds seen 28/12 (VS) 

Baillon’s Crake – A juvenile on sthn. edge of P1 at 
Strandfontein WWTW, 13/12 (DR, GS, KW)  

Allen’s Gallinule – A bird seen just west of the pans at 
Macassar WWTW, 18/10 (PV, JR, MM), last seen 31/10 
(AR)  

Lesser Sand Plover – A bird seen at the salt marsh, 
south of Geelbek Restaurant, West Coast NP, 20/9 (TH). 
A bird seen at Rooisand NR, 19/12 (DB), 2 birds on S5 
at Strandfontein WWTW, 25/12 (FD), 1 bird still present 
1/1 (GS) 

Greater Sand Plover – 2 birds seen at the salt marsh, 
south of Geelbek Restaurant, West Coast NP, 20/9 (TH). 
A bird seen at Rooisand, between Kleinmond and 
Arabella, 1/11 (PV) , 23/11 (SN), 1/12 (LeV). A bird seen 
at De Mond, 14/11 (NF). A bird seen at Kliphoek Salt 
Pans, 21/11 (CD) 

Long-toed Lapwing – A bird, the first for the province, 
seen near the Old Friends Hide, Rietvlei, 19/9 (MC, TH, 
JG, GG, MM, VH, MT, SF, CD, SD, JR, AB, DG, DL. MaM, 
FD, KW, KP). This bird attracted many more birders and 
was last reported on 29/9 (TP) 

Red-necked Phalarope – A bird still present at 
Kliphoek Salt Pans on the Berg River, 12/9 (LG), 22/9 
(PV), 21/10 (MP), 1/11 (DC). A bird seen on S2 at 
Strandfontein WWTW, 16/12 (PU), still there 9/1 (MM)  

Double-banded Courser – 2 birds seen in fields just 
north of Moorreesburg, 23/9 (PV),  

Bronze-winged Courser – A bird, the second for the 
province, seen flying between Lagoon Drive and Main 
Road, Nature’s Valley, 27/9 (NF) 

Lesser Crested Tern – 2 birds seen at Rooipan, 
Yzerfontein, 19/10 (SF, StF MT, OS, SS, RD)  

Black Tern – A bird seen at Macassar WWTW, 26/10 
(JoR, CD) and later, possibly the same bird seen flying 
over P2 at Strandfontein WWTW, 26/10 (DG), 27/10 
(TH) 

Common Cuckoo – A bird seen on a farm near Sir 
Lowry’s Pass, 21/11 (HaB) 

Common Swift – About 100 birds seen at 
Tesselaarsdal, 19/12 (TG). A few birds seen among a 
large flock of African, Alpine & White-rumped Swifts, 
Scarborough, 4/1 (CC) 

Horus Swift – A bird seen in Riebeek Kasteel, 14/11 
(BV). A bird seen in same flock as Common Swifts in 
Scarborough, 4/1 (CC) 

African Palm Swift –  A bird in Malmesbury, 23/10 
(MM). One flying near the eastern edge of Zeekoevlei, 
29/10 (MB).  2 birds flying over Camps Bay Road, 1/11 
(NF). One in upper Gardens/Higgovale, 11/11 (GS) 

African Pygmy Kingfisher – A bird flew into a sliding 
glass door of a house in Groenkloof, George, stunning 
itself. It was given some water, recovered and flew off, 
23/11 (LH) 

Blue-cheeked Bee-eater – 20 plus birds at Great Brak 
River, 28/11 (RM) and possibly the same ones seen in 
Carmel, Victoria Bay, 30/11 (AM, LM). 4 birds at 
Soutkloof Farm, Piketberg, 29/11, reported by TH. 2 
birds at the Moorduil River, inland of Little Brak River, 
3/12 (AW). Several birds seen in Kommetjie, 6/12 (JA). 1 
over P1, Strandfontein WWTW, 13/12 (JO). 10 birds in a 
Betty’s Bay garden, 18/12 (AT). 1 at Rooisand NR, 19/12 
(JG), 5 birds there 22/12 (CB) and 15 on 26/12 (LeV). 8 
birds at De Mond Veld Cottage/NR boundary, 2/1 (AK) 

White-fronted Bee-eater – About 10 birds seen flying 
west, near Worcester  Railway Station, 12/9, (NM) 

European Roller – at Springfontein Dam, near Beaufort 
West, 13/12 (ST). 1 on the R26, near Stanford, 19/12 
(FJ). 1 on the road to Infanta, near Malgas, 23/12 (CH). 1 
on R43 between Uilenkraalsmond and Pearly Beach, 4/1 
(PiL). 1 near the entrance to Duinefontein NR, 5/1 (BH) 

Common Scimitarbill – 2 birds seen at Meiringspoort, 
13/11 (RM) 

Crested Barbet – A bird in Longwood Estate, Pinehurst, 
Durbanville, 26/11 (BW), 28/11 (GS, NF, KW, JM) 

Lesser Striped Swallow – Several birds seen where the 
N2 goes over the Goukamma River, 14/9 (SF). Several 
birds seen around the boat house area at De Hoop NR, 
21/10 (HB, SB) 

South African Cliff Swallow – A bird seen about 5 
miles south of Robertson, 8/11 (AR) 

Sand Martin – A bird seen on the north west corner of 
P1 at Strandfontein WWTW, 15/11 (TH), 28/11 (DW), 2 
birds on 11/12 (GJ). A bird seen at Malmesbury WWTW, 
13/12 (RV) 

Eurasian Golden Oriole – A bird seen at Blue Hill NR, 
Uniondale, 25/10 (AlL). A bird visited a garden in 
Vierlanden, Durbanville, 8/12 (DaH), seen again 13/12 
(JR, KW, JM, SF). A male bird seen at Distell Dam, 
Stellenbosch, 11/12 (JO) A bird seen at Rooisand NR, 
23/12 (JM) 

Red-backed Shrike – A juvenile bird seen at Intaka 
Island Wetland Reserve, 9/12 (GJ, TH, KW) 
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Trust me – I’m a chiropractor! 

 Promerops Caption Competition: Winner of this issue’s caption competition is:  Prof Gillian Ainslie     Congratulations  

 Gillian –  you have earned bragging rights for the next four months!       Photograph by:  David G Richardson 
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African Red-eyed Bulbul – 2 birds still present on a 
farm just north of Gouda, 27/9 (PV) 

Dark-capped  Bulbul – 2 birds seen at Aqua Marina 
Guest House, Hill St, Mossel Bay, 21/9 (MG, RM), 23/9 
(NF), 24/9 (MM, GS, AD, JR, JM, KW, TH), On 25/10, they 
were seen with 2 chicks (RM). Many more birders saw 
them and they were last reported 31/12 (PV) 

Garden Warbler – A bird seen at Harold Porter 
Botanical Gardens, 10/12 (LeV) 

Great Reed Warbler – A bird seen inland of Great Brak 
River, 31/12, reported by GS 

Groundscraper Thrush – still present at Villa Castolina, 
Brenton on Sea, 12/10, reported by TH.  

African Pied Wagtail – A bird seen at Keurbooms 
River, 21/9 (LS), another at Knysna, 4/10 (JP) 

Western Yellow Wagtail – A bird seen just west of 
Moorreesburg, 28/11 (CV) 

Yellow-throated Petronia – The bird seen by many 
birders since 26/6, at Reflections Eco Reserve, 
Wilderness, was still present 20/9 (TC) 

Golden-breasted Bunting – A bird seen in Plettenberg 
bay, 14/12 (IP) 

—————————————————————–———————————————————————— 

—————————————————————–———————————————————————— 



Thursday 4 March – WEEKDAY OUTING –  Mount Royal Golf and Country Estate, Malmesbury 

Leaders:   Simon Fogarty       082 348 2465       fogarty@fhnewlands.co.za 

        and   Daryl de Beer          082 881 8590          daryldb@mweb.co.za 

Meet at: 08h00 in the car park at the main entrance to the estate.  This estate, in a superb 
setting about 65km from Cape Town, offers generous greenbelts formed around watercourses and an 

abundance of birds.  After meeting at 08h00 we will share lifts to travel around the estate for about 2½ 

to 3 hours, stopping to bird at various points along the way.  NB. For this outing we ask that you RSVP 

to Simon or Daryl by no later than Monday 01 March. 

Directions: Take the N7 to Malmesbury. Just past Malmesbury is the sign for the estate 
(previously the Malmesbury Golf Club). Turn left and follow the signs to the estate. 

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Saturday 6 March –  RONDEVLEI NATURE RESERVE OUTING      

Leader:   Merle Chalton      079 343 1047        
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts, and beginners 
are especially welcome. Duration 2½ hours, but you can stay as long as you like.  Bring a warm anorak 
even if it is a hot day as it can get cold in the hides.   Entrance is free.  NB.  Because of uncertainty due 

to the Covid-19 pandemic, please phone Merle 1 week prior to this outing to confirm that it will be 
taking place.   

Directions:  Take the M5 (Prince George Drive) towards Grassy Park.  Look out for Nando ’s at the 

5th Avenue traffic lights. Turn here – left if coming from the Rondebosch side or right if coming from 
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CLUB ACTIVITIES   

EVENING MEETINGS:  These are normally held at 20h00 on the second Thursday of each month 
at the Nassau Centre, Groote Schuur High School, Palmyra Road, Newlands – but while the risk of 

Covid-19 makes such gatherings unsafe, the meetings will be held online via Zoom, starting at 19h30.  
Meetings feature interesting illustrated talks by birding experts, ornithologists, or professionals in 

related fields.  Please look out for notices in the e-Newsletter which will inform you about the format 
of the meetings and provide Zoom links for the virtual meetings. 

FIELD OUTINGS:  are listed in the CBC Programme.    A full programme has been organised, BUT 

please check the e-Newsletter to see if outings are going ahead.  If they do take place, please 
note that all Covid-19 protocols must be observed –  numbers will be limited to the number of 
people deemed safe for gatherings by government, participants must wear masks, practice social 

distancing, and not share equipment.  A register will be kept by the outing leader in case we need to 
contact you.  Please stay at home if you are not feeling well. 

COURSES, CAMPS, AND SPECIAL EVENTS: have been put on hold for a while and their 

resumption will depend on the intensity of the pandemic and national regulations.  Look out for 
notices in the e-Newsletter. 

BIRD COUNTS:  Our club supports ornithological research and conservation projects by conducting 
regular bird counts at a number of sites.  Counts will be held if Covid regulations allow.   

Before setting out, please contact your count leader to see if counts will be going ahead.   

CBC PROGRAMME:  MARCH 2021 – JULY 2021 

MARCH  2021 
 Please observe  

COVID-19 protocols 
And please check the e-Newsletter or 

contact the leader before setting out. 
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the Muizenberg side.  Continue along 5th Avenue to the first set of traffic lights. Turn right into Perth 
Road and continue to the end of the road.  

—————————————————————————————————————- 

Sunday 7 March − Kirstenbosch Monthly BIRP Count    

Leader: John Magner   082 881 3845    Meet at:  08h00 

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Thursday 11 March – Wildevoëlvlei Monthly Count 

Leader:  Gillian Barnes      021 782 5429   Meet at:  08h30 

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Thursday 11 March – CBC Annual General Meeting  

Meet at 20h00 at the Nassau Centre, Groote Schuur High School, Palmyra Road, Newlands. 
Should Covid-19 restrictions necessitate holding a Zoom meeting, the meeting will start at 19h30. 

Be sure not to miss your club’s Annual General Meeting at which our Chairman, Prisicilla Beeton, will 
report on the club’s activities and achievements of the past year, and Joy Fish, our Treasurer will deliver 

the Treasurer’s annual report. 

After the business meeting Monique du Plessis will give a short talk on “The effect of artificial nectar 
feeders on birds and erica visitation rate in the Cape fynbos”.  Nectar feeders may attract nectarivorous 

birds to suburbia, facilitating their urban adaptation and supplementing their diets when floral 
resources are scarce, but this may come at the cost of luring them away from the plants they pollinate 

in neighbouring indigenous vegetation. Monique will discuss the responses of nectarivorous birds to 
artificial nectar feeding, which might affect all species involved in bird pollination mutualisms. 

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Saturday 13 March − Zandvlei Monthly Alien Vegetation Hack 

Leader:  Gavin Lawson   021 705 5224      Meet at:  14h00 

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Thursday 18 March –  Athlone WWTW Monthly Count 

Leader:  Dick Bos   071 584 8037   Meet at:  09h30 – provided the WWTW is open to our group.  
——————————————————————————————————————- 

Saturday 27 March – Paarl Bird Sanctuary Monthly Count   

Leader:   Gilbert Reinhardt   079 130 7876     Meet at: 09h00  

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Sunday 28 March –  SUNDAY OUTING  –  D’Aria Wine Estate, Durbanville 

Leader:  David Swanepoel       082 820 4707             cossypha@gmail.com 

Meet at:  08h00.  Address: M13 (Racecourse Rd) Durbanville, GPS: Springfield Farm 33° 50’26”S  

18°36’38”E.  This is a small wine estate that has a number of different habitats so one can expect to see 
a good variety of birds.  

Directions: Travelling on the N1 from Cape Town, take Exit 23 to Bellville or Durbanville. Turn 

left at the traffic lights into Willie van Schoor Avenue (heading towards Durbanville and Tyger Valley 
Shopping Centre). At the third set of traffic lights turn left into Bill Bezuidenhout Avenue. (As you travel 

down the road, Tyger Valley Shopping Centre will be on your right and the Santam Head Office on 
your left). At the first set of traffic lights turn right into Carl Cronje Drive (which later becomes 

Tygerberg Valley Road). Follow the road through the lane of oak trees until you reach the T-junction/
traffic lights. Turn left into Racecourse Road (M13) towards Milnerton. D’Aria farm is 1,3km on the left. 

Enter the farm through the large white entrance and park in the lower car park. 

——————————————————————————————————————- 
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Saturday 3 April – The Rondevlei Outing this month has been cancelled as it falls in the middle of the 
Easter weekend.  

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Sunday 4 April − Kirstenbosch Monthly BIRP Count    

Leader: John Magner   082 881 3845    Meet at:  08h00 

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Tuesday 6 April  –  WEEKDAY OUTING – Intaka Island 

Leader:  Tony Williams    084 505 5450          capeokapi@gmail.com 

Meet at 09h00.  We will meet near the ticket office.  There is a small entry fee (and a discount 

for pensioners).  We will spend time in the various hides and walk the winding paths to see the variety 
of bush birds and water birds. Optionally, depending on the weather and time, we may also include a 
trip on a canal boat.  Bring along your tea and a snack.  

Directions:  From the N1 take Exit 10 onto Century City Drive which runs parallel with the N1. 
Follow the road, take the sharp left turn to the robot. At this robot turn right onto Century City 

Boulevard and stay in the left lane. Drive through 3 traffic circles. At the 4th traffic circle take the first 
exit left (signposted) and then the first left again into Park Lane.  Park your vehicle on Locomotive 

Square.  Collect a parking ticket from Intaka reception desk. 

———————————————————————————————————————— 

Thursday 8 April – Wildevoëlvlei Monthly Count 

Leader:  Gillian Barnes      021 782 5429   Meet at:  08h30 

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Thursday 8 April – EVENING MEETING –  The plight of coastal birds due to human leisure  
                                                                      activities on beaches 

Speaker:  Andrew Jenkins 

Meet at 20h00 at the Nassau Centre, Groote Schuur High School, Palmyra Road, Newlands. 

Should Covid-19 restrictions necessitate holding a Zoom meeting, the meeting will start at 19h30. 

Dr Andrew Jenkins, a well-known academic, ornithologist, and  raptor specialist, as well as being an 

ardent conservationist, will be looking at the plight of coastal birds, especially the Oystercatchers and 
White-fronted Plovers, along the Kommetjie / Noordhoek beach due to human leisure activities. He 

will also examine the effects of educational signage erected on the beach.  
——————————————————————————————————————- 

Saturday 10 April −  Zandvlei Monthly Alien Vegetation Hack 

Leader:  Gavin Lawson   021 705 5224      Meet at:  14h00 

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Sunday 11 April − Strandfontein Quarterly Count 

Leader:  Dick Barnes    021 532 1632    Meet at: 08h00                   

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Thursday 15 April – Athlone WWTW Monthly Count 

Leader:  Dick Bos   021 423 2546    Meet at:  09h30 – provided the WWTW is open to our group.  

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Saturday 17 April − Zandvlei Quarterly Count 

Leader:  Gavin Lawson   021 705 5224      Meet at:  08h00 

APRIL  2021  Please observe  
COVID-19 protocols 

And please check the e-Newsletter or 

contact the leader before setting out. 
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Sunday 18 April – SUNDAY OUTING  –  Majik Forest, Bellville                              (A new venue!) 

Leader:  Kevin Drummond-Hay    074 587 3792         dikkop@icloud.com 

Meet at: 08h30.  Kevin Drummond-Hay, a member of our neighbouring Tygerberg Bird Club, will 
introduce us to the Majik Forest, a garden in the Northern Suburbs with a wealth of shrubs, forested 
areas, dams, and flowing streams. We can expect to see: Red-faced and White-backed Mousebirds, 

Acacia Pied Barbet, Bar-throated Apalis, African Paradise Flycatcher. The last TBC outing to this venue 
achieved a count of 40 species for the morning. The walk will be approximately 2 hours. If anyone 

wants to do some extra birding, we can proceed to Doordekraal Dam just up the road. Bring along 
chairs to enjoy your refreshments on the lawn under the trees. 

Directions:  From N1 take the off-ramp to Jip De Jager. At the bottom of the ramp turn left into Jip 
De Jager. Continue on this road for approximately 5kms until you reach the intersection at Van 

Riebeeckshof Road. Stay in the middle lane till you are across the lights and then immediately look for 
parking on the left just after the lights.  

————————————————————————————————————————— 

Saturday 24 April – Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count   

Leader:   Gilbert Reinhardt   079 130 7876     Meet at: 09h00  

———————————————————————————————————————- 

 

 

 

Saturday 1 May – RONDEVLEI NATURE RESERVE OUTING                       

Leader:   Merle Chalton      079 343 1047     
Meet at 08h30. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts, and beginners 
are especially welcome. Duration 2½ hours, but you can stay as long as you like.  Bring a warm anorak 

even if it is a hot day as it can get cold in the hides.   Entrance is free.  NB.  Because of uncertainty due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic, please phone Merle 1 week prior to this outing to confirm that it will be 

taking place.   For directions please see 6 March. 

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Sunday 2 May – Kirstenbosch Monthly BIRP Count    

Leader: John Magner   082 881 3845       Meet at:  08h00 

—————————–————————————————————————————— 

Tuesday 4 May  –  WEEKDAY OUTING  –  Spier Wine Estate 

Leader: John Magner      082 881 3845      johnmagner@netactive.co.za 

Meet at 09h00. Spier is one of the oldest wine farms in the country. It offers beautiful views and 
many birding opportunities during walks on the lawn under the shady trees on the banks of the Eerste 

Rivier and in the vineyards.  Meet in the car park at Spier where we will bird along the river, around the 
lake, and in the garden. 

Directions: Take the N2 out of Cape Town and turn left at the Baden Powell turn-off to 
Stellenbosch on the R310. After about 6 km you will see the beautiful Spier Wine Estate on your right.  

Enter the Estate and meet in the car park. 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

Saturday 8 May  –  Zandvlei Monthly Alien Vegetation Hack 

Leader:  Gavin Lawson   021 705 5224      Meet at:  14h00 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

Thursday 13 May  –  Wildevoëlvlei Monthly Count  

Leader:  Gillian Barnes      021 782 5429   Meet at:  08h30 

MAY  2021  Please observe  
COVID-19 protocols 
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(Note later winter starting time.)                 
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Thursday 13 May –  EVENING MEETING  –  Around the world in 80 days    

Speakers:  Johan Schlebusch and Joy Fish 

Meet at 20h00 at the Nassau Centre, Groote Schuur High School, Palmyra Road, Newlands. 

Should Covid-19 restrictions necessitate holding a Zoom meeting, the meeting will start at 19h30. 

Johan headed the International Tours Committee for quite a few years and during that time led several 

birding trips to exciting destinations. Joy, his wife, accompanied him on all the trips and assisted him. 
In this presentation they will share special birding experiences from these Cape Bird Club trips around 

the world.   

———————————————————————————————————————- 

Sunday 16 May –  SUNDAY OUTING  –  Dick Dent Bird Sanctuary, Strand               (A new venue!) 

Leader: Daryl de Beer     082 881 8590    daryldb@mweb.co.za 

Meet at: 08h30. This wetland, which is situated close to the Lourens River, was once a waste-

water treatment works, however the 25 acres now enjoy conservation initiatives that maintain its 
natural wetland status.  

Directions: From the N2 take the Broadway Boulevard glide-off. At the traffic lights turn right onto 

Broadway Boulevard. Cross the freeway and continue for some time, passing the Strand Golf Club and 
Dick Dent on your right. At the Da Gama street traffic lights, turn right and then right again into 

Jennings Street. Continue to the T-junction at the end of Jennings Street. Turn right and park. This is 
where we will meet. 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

Thursday 20 May  –  Athlone WWTW Monthly Count 

Leader:  Dick Bos   021 423 2546    Meet at:  09h30 – provided the WWTW is open to our group.  

———————————————————————————————————————- 

Saturday 29 May  –  Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count   

Leader:   Gilbert Reinhardt   079 130 7876     Meet at: 09h00  

———————————————————————————————————————- 

 

 

Thursday 3 June –  WEEKDAY OUTING  –  Wildevoëlvlei and Kommetjie 

Leaders:   Gillian Barnes           021 782 5429       eric.margs@gmail.com 

                 Marilyn Metcalfe          076 371 0358         komduke@gmail.com 

Meet at 08h30.  We will spend about an hour at the Wildevoëlvlei Waste Water Treatment 

Works, where we should see Water Thick-knee, Yellow-billed Duck, Cape Teal, Cape Shoveler, Southern 
Pochard, Little Grebe, Levaillant’s Cisticola, African Marsh Harrier, Reed and White-breasted Cormorant. 
It is not a very large area and is an easy walk.  NB. Numbers are limited to 20 persons, so it is essential 

that you book your place with Gillian in the week before this outing. 

From here we will proceed to the boat launching parking area at The Kom (Kommetjie). Marilyn will 

guide us on a walk around the island and then along the boardwalk to the lighthouse and back. Easy 
walking all on the level. Birds expected: cormorants, seabirds (if the northwester is blowing), bush birds 

like Karoo Prinia and Cape Grassbird. Also sunbirds along the path if the aloes are still flowering. 
Spotted Thick-knee, Glossy and African Sacred Ibis and gulls at the boat launch.  Bring along your own 

refreshments, which we can enjoy at the Kom. 

Directions to Wildevoëlvlei Waste Water Treatment Works:  From Ou Kaapse Weg or Fish Hoek, 

take Kommetjie Road (M65) and continue past Masiphumelele until you see the signs for the Waste 

JUNE  2021  Please observe  
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Depot. Turn right into Wildevoëlvlei Road and travel a short distance to the end. The gate to the 

Treatment Works is on the left. The security guard will ask you to sign a register. There is limited 
parking at the office so please share lifts. Gillian will arrange for any overflow to park closer to the 

maturation ponds. 

———————————————————————————————————————- 

Saturday 5 June  –  RONDEVLEI NATURE RESERVE OUTING                       

Leader:   Merle Chalton      079 343 1047     
Meet at 08h30. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts, and beginners 

are especially welcome. Duration 2½ hours, but you can stay as long as you like.  Bring a warm anorak 
even if it is a warm day as it can get cold in the hides.   Entrance is free.  NB.  Because of uncertainty 

due to the Covid-19 pandemic, please phone Merle 1 week prior to this outing to confirm that it will 
be taking place.   For directions please see 6 March. 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

Sunday 6 June  –  Kirstenbosch Monthly BIRP Count    

Leader: John Magner   082 881 3845    Meet at:  08h00 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

Thursday 10 June  –   Wildevoëlvlei Monthly Count  

Leader:  Gillian Barnes      021 782 5429     Meet at:  08h30 

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Thursday 10 June  –  EVENING MEETING  –  Planting Pollinator Corridors - Connecting  
                                                                          Communities 
Speaker:   Ceinwen Smith   

Meet at 20h00 at the Nassau Centre, Groote Schuur High School, Palmyra Road, Newlands. 
Should Covid-19 restrictions necessitate holding a Zoom meeting, the meeting will start at 19h30. 

Ceinwen is the present Executive Director of Iingcungcu Sunbird Restoration Project which is a 
registered NPC working with schools, communities and local organisations to build pollinator corridors 

across the Cape Flats by planting gardens of locally indigenous, nectar-rich plants to attract sunbirds 
and insect pollinators. Since 2013 when it was established as an MSc project focussing on three high 

school gardens, Iingcungcu  has expanded to nine schools, engaging six communities across the Cape 
Flats, and partners with more than 15 local organisations including the Cape Bird Club. Building strong, 

sustainable and supportive partnerships is at the heart of Iingcungcu's vision to further expand the 
pollinator corridor. In her talk, Ceinwen will be sharing some of Iingcungcu's latest work on a new 
project, "Pollinating Pride in People'', which focuses on the communities of Muizenberg and Vrygrond.  

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Saturday 12 June  –  Zandvlei Monthly Alien Vegetation Hack 

Leader:  Gavin Lawson   021 705 5224      Meet at:  14h00 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

Thursday 17 June  −  Athlone WWTW Monthly Count 

Leader:  Dick Bos     021 423 2546  Meet at:  09h30 – provided the WWTW is open to our group.  

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Sunday 20 June  –  SUNDAY OUTING  –  Annual Seabird Watch from Cape Point 

Leader:  Mel Tripp      083 461 4365         trippmel3@gmail.com 

Meet at 08h30.   This is one of the best locations for land-based seabird watching on the Peninsula 

– a good way to get to grips with some pelagic species that are mostly encountered on pelagic trips. 
Let’s hope for some ‘ideal’ winter gales to drive the seabirds closer to shore.  If you have a scope, 

(Note later winter starting time.)                 
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please bring it along. After a few hours on the cliff face we will move off to one of the bays for a picnic 
brunch, so do bring refreshments. 

Directions: From Simon’s Town head south along the M4 and follow the signs to the Cape Point NR. 
If coming from the Kommetjie side take the M65 to the reserve, which is also well sign-posted. We 
meet in the parking area just beyond the pay point. Don't forget your Wild Card as Cape Point is very 

pricey to enter these days. 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

Saturday 26 June  –  Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count   

Leader:   Gilbert Reinhardt   079 130 7876     Meet at: 09h00  

————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

 

Saturday 3 July  – RONDEVLEI NATURE RESERVE OUTING      (Note later winter starting time.)                 

Leader:   Merle Chalton      079 343 1047        
Meet at 08h30. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts, and beginners 
are especially welcome. Duration 2½ hours.  Dress warmly as it can get very cold in the hides.   
Entrance is free.  NB.  Because of uncertainty due to the Covid-19 pandemic, please phone Merle 1 

week prior to this outing to confirm that it will be taking place.   For directions please see 6 March. 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

Sunday 4 July  –  Kirstenbosch Monthly BIRP Count    

Leader: John Magner   082 881 3845    Meet at:  08h00 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

Wednesday 7 July  –  WEEKDAY OUTING  –  Klaasenbosch Trail (Constantia Greenbelt) 

Leader:    Margaret Maciver       082 459 8843    maciver@xis.co.za  

Meet at 09h00 at the end of Oak Avenue, Constantia.  This shaded circular trail is usually wind 
free, however it could be muddy along the trail if there has been some rain, so wear suitable footwear 

and bring a stick for balance if you tend to slip. There is a large open, grassy area with some tree 
stumps where we can have morning tea, weather permitting. Anyone could leave at any time as it is 

easy to find one’s way back to the cars. 

Directions:  Drive up Alphen Drive past the start of the Alphen Trail and the Alphen Hotel in the 
direction of Rhodes Drive. At the fork take the left hand road into Hohenhort Ave. Turn right into Oak 

Avenue (opposite Peter Cloete Avenue) and continue to the end of the cul-de-sac where we will park. 

———————————————————————————————————————- 

Thursday 8 July  –  Wildevoëlvlei CWAC Count  

Leader:  Gillian Barnes      021 782 5429     Meet at:  08h30 

————————————————————————————————————————— 

Thursday 8 July  –  EVENING MEETING  –  To be announced 

Speaker:   to be announced  

Meet at 20h00 at the Nassau Centre, Groote Schuur High School, Palmyra Road, Newlands. 

Should Covid-19 restrictions necessitate holding a Zoom meeting, the meeting will start at 19h30. 
 

The topic and speaker for this meeting are still to be announced.  Keep an eye on the e-Newsletter for 

this information. 

JULY 2021 
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Saturday 10 July  –  Zandvlei Monthly Alien Vegetation Hack 

Leader:  Gavin Lawson   021 705 5224      Meet at:  14h00 

———————————————————————————————————————- 

Sunday 11 July  –  Strandfontein WWTW CWAC Count 

Leader:  Dick Barnes    021 532 1632    Meet at: 08h30   (Note later winter starting time.) 

———————————————————————————————————————- 

Thursday 15 July  –  Athlone WWTW CWAC Count 

Leader:  Dick Bos   021 423 2546    Meet at:  09h30 – provided the WWTW is open to our group.  

———————————————————————————————————————- 

Saturday 17 July  −  Zandvlei CWAC Count 

Leader:   Gavin Lawson      021 705 5224      Meet at: 08h00  

——————————————————————————————————————- 

Sunday 18 July  –  SUNDAY OUTING  –  Helderberg Nature Reserve  

Leader:    John Magner    082 881 3845      johnmagner@netactive.co.za 

Meet at 08h30.  This reserve is known for its mountain fynbos and a large variety of proteas. 

Five of the six fynbos endemics are found here, namely, Cape Sugarbird, Orange-breasted Sunbird, 
Cape Siskin, Victorin’s Warbler, and Protea Seedeater. 

Directions:  Take the N2 from Cape Town and turn left at the Somerset West/Strand intersection 
(Broadway).  Turn right into Main Road.  Follow the road to the Lourensford Road intersection where  

you turn left. Drive for some distance until you see a Shell garage. Then follow the signs to the Reserve 
– turn left into Hillcrest, then right into Reservoir Road and then finally left into Verster Avenue.  There 

is a small entry fee.  We meet at the main parking area at the top of the road opposite the tea room. 

———————————————————————————————————————- 

Saturday 31 July  –  Paarl Bird Sanctuary CWAC Count   

Leader:   Gilbert Reinhardt   079 130 7876     Meet at: 09h00  

———————————————————————————————————————- 

For the all-day CAR Count on Saturday 31 July, please liaise with members of your usual team. 

———————————————————————————————————————- 

A CWAC Count will also take place at Radyn Dam (Malmesbury) on a weekday in July.  Additional 

helpers will be most welcome and can contact Otto Schmidt at 021 674 2381 for details. 

Secure and peaceful 2 bedroomed  
cottage for short lets.  Sheltered deck  

with views of False Bay and beyond.  
Lovely flora and birdlife. 

Short walk to Fisherman’s Beach,  
Simonstown, CapeTown. 

Cell:  084 581 0100 or 

cottages@telkomsa.net 

TIERFONTEIN RONDAWEL 

Self-catering rondawel for two in the Southern 

Overberg, near Baardskeerdersbos.  Situated on 
a lily pond in pristine fynbos.  Tranquil and 

relaxing. Beautiful walks and kloofing with 
excellent birding. 

www.tierfonteinrondawel.com                         

CBC  SMALL  ADS 

CBC Small Ads are available to all at R100 per 

insertion (max 50 words + heading).  Cash with order 
please.  Rates for larger display ads on request. For 

bookings or enquiries please phone Dennis Randell at  

082 320 3377 or email randestates@yebo.co.za  

http://www.tierfonteinrondawel.com
mailto:randestates@yebo.co.za
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Small group and custom-made birding 

adventures worldwide – see our website for 
details. Website: www.birdingecotours.com 

email:  info@birdingecotours.com 

The independently owned Windsor Hotel & Self-

Catering Apartments stand proudly on the edge of 
Hermanus’s breathtaking Walker Bay with a 

panoramic vista featuring the world’s best whale-

watching available in most rooms.  With an array of 
bird life and viewings available in the immediate 

vicinity of the hotel as well as in Fernkloof, there are 

endless possibilities for exceptional sightings of local 
and endangered bird life. 

Contact the Hotel directly for bookings: 

+27 (0) 28 312 3727 

Or email on info@windsorhotel.co.za 

Spring Special  

From R400 in a Non Sea Facing Room 

From R600 in a Sea Facing Room 

Rates are per person sharing per night 

Inclusive of Bed & Breakfast 

Valid till 30 April 2021 
Terms & Conditions Apply 

NAPIER BIRDSONG 

Relaxing getaway in the Overberg.  Ideal for bird 

lovers, stargazers, and romantics. Self-catering, 
well-equipped cottage. 3 beds: mes shower. 

Swimming pool.  Within easy reach of Arniston 

& Elim Wine Route.  Pets and children welcome.  

Tel. 082 773 4747 or email  jenhall@iafrica.com. 

SWELLENDAM COTTAGE 

Accommodation: cottage called LULU (view on 
Bookings.com).  For all Cape Bird Club members 

there will be a 10% discount on accommodation 
on proof of membership no.   Usual price R700 

per night for 2 and  R400 for a single person. 
Self-catering cottage bedsitter/queen double 

bed with ensuite.  Small private garden for birds.   
Safe parking at your door. 

Information available on arrival and hop on 

guided tours to Bontebok / Marloth and 
surrounding area.  De Mond, De Hoop tailored 

tours also on offer.  The Overberg is a very 
exciting area for many varieties of birds. 

Contact Nancy on nsoller@telkomsa.net or cell 
083 676 5621.    

FIJNBOS LODGE AND SPA,  BETTY’S BAY 

Discover Kogelberg biosphere, Harold Porter 

Botanical Gardens, Stoney Point breeding 
penguin colony and pristine beaches 1 hour 

from Cape Town Int.  Search for the scarce Cape 
Rockjumper along the upper rocky reaches on a 

coastal hike to Rooi Els 

071 294 0509  or  071 221 0608 

Visit https://www.fijnboslodgeandspa.co.za/ 

Email:  johannkrog@gmail.com 

GUIDED BIRDING TOURS AT  
HAMBURG, EASTERN CAPE 

This part of the country is a birders' paradise! 

Self-catering accommodation at two beach 

cottages with beautiful views and an 
upmarket backpackers’ lodge. We can take 

groups of 2 to 8 birders observing covid 
protocols. Very scenic birding hikes and 
gentle strolling in the village, near the village, 

on the beach and the mighty Keiskamma 
River estuary. Meals can be had at the pub/

restaurant on the riverfront. Excellent birding 
from verandah there too!  

Contact Roy on 072 348 3154.  

Web:  https://africanoystercatchersafaris.com 

http://www.birdingecotours.com
mailto:info@birdingecotours.com
mailto:johannkrog@gmail.com
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